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ENTRANCE EXAMINATION PAPERS 
ENGLISH I 
I. The war has had a 
para tory school. 
effect on studies at my pre-
Complete this sentence by inserting in the blank space an 
appropriate precise adjective. Then use the sentence as the 
topic of a concise expository paragraph. 
2. Write ou one of the following topics au expository 
composition of about 300 words. 
a. A recent story and why I like it. 
b. How maps are made. 
c. Patriotic airs. 
d. Misuses of the telephone. 
e. "History repeats itself." 
f. A significant event of 1818. 
go. Everyday uses of geometry (or of chemistry). 
k . My work during the~past summer. 
3. On one of the topics below write a narrative or de-
scriptive composition of about 150 words. 
a. A rainy day at school. 
b. Chestn utting. 
c. My grandmother's flower garden. 
d. The Sunday supplement. 
e. An old almanac. 
f. At the dentist's. 
go. The careless motorman. 
k. Found in the attic. 
Before nanolng in your answers, revise carefully the 
spelling, punctuation, and sentence structure. 
I 
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ENGLISH II 
[Answ~r OJl~ question in each 0/ groups I-IV; answer all 
queslions ill group V.] 
GROUP I-DRAMA 
I. In what ways is chance or accident made to contribute 
to the plot of Hamlet or of Macbeth or of julius Caesar? 
2. Discuss the character or conduct of Brutus or of Ham-
let or of Macbeth as he appears in the last act of the play. 
3. [Answer 7('illz reference to on~ pIa)' 01l~J', Hamlet or 
Macbeth or Julius Caesar.] What great crimes occur in the 
course of the action? What punishment, if any, overtakes 
the perpetrators? In what ways, if at all, is the punish-
ment made to seem natural? 
GROUP II-ORATORY 
I. What features or conditions does Washington enumer-
ate as likely to disturb the Union and what as likely to 
foster union? 
2. What parts of the Bunker Hill Oration would you call 
expository, what parts historical, and what parts senti-
mental? Show the appropriateness of each. 
3. In the Spudt OIl Copyriglzt what examples does Ma-
caullY draw frolll English literature? How do sllch ex-
amples add force to his argument? 
4. What concessions in taxation and representation had 
England made before the rupture with America? In what 
ways does Burke make use of these earlier concessions? 
GROUP III-POE1'RY 
I. What similar topics drawn from external nature did 
Wordsworth and his contemporaries write about? Com-
pare two poem,; hwing similar topics . 
• 
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2. Give the substance of the dialogue between Arthur 
and Bedivere after the last battle. 
3. Show how II Penseroso and L' • ..JI/egro reflect the occu-
pations, interests, and feelings of Milton at the time of their 
composition. Quote some significant lines. 
GROUP IV-ESSAYS 
J. Carlyle asks of Burns, "How did coexisting cirCUllJ-
stances modify him from without; how did he modify these 
from within?" Answer the question briefly . 
• 
2. Explain how some of the persons mentioned by Emer-
son in Afanners realize or fall short of his ideal of a gentle-
man. 
3. What traits gave strength to Johnson's character? 
Cite instances where these traits appeared in his conduct. 
• 
GROUP V GENERAL 
J. In what century did each writer live whose name 
appears in the foregoing questions? 
2. Name some English al1thors contemporary with 
Tennyson, and some American authors contemporary with 
Emerson. 
3. N arne the heroes of fi ve English or American novels. 
GREEK 
A. XENOPHON 
I: Translate from Xenopllon' s Anabasis: 
17TEt o· 17Tt Tll Taq,p,,! OVK IKwAvE {3acnAEU'i TO Kvpov uTpa-
TEVp.a. Ow.{3a{vEtv, EOO~E Ka{ Kup,,! Kat Toi'i aAAOL'i &7TEYVWK(VUL TOV 
p.aXECJ·OaL· WUTE Tll VUTEpatl! Kvpo'i bropEuETO ~fUA."'P.(VW'i fLUJ...Aov. 
TV O€Tp{TrJ 17Tt T( TOV o.pp.a.TO'i KaOl/p.EVO'i T~V 7Topdav 17TOLEiTO 
• 
• 
• 
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, .\' , ~i:. iii 't...,~, \ ' , ,.., KaL O"'Lyov~ tV T .... n EXWV 7rpO aVTOV, TO O£ 7rOAV aVT'fJ aVClTfTa-
payp.ivov f7t'OPO)(TO Kat TWV 07rAWV Toi~ UTpa'TLWTaL~ 7rO'\'\u (7rL 
cip.a~wv ~)I('TO Kat {J7r0( VyLWV . 
* * * * 
(vOa o~ Kvpo~ oELua~ p.~ (}7nuO£v y(voP.£vo> KClTaKOtfn TO 
'E" "\' " , , a \' , ~ '/:: ' ~ 
",,,,.,,VLKOV £",ClVV£t av'TLO,' KaL £p.fJa",WV uvv TOL> £ .. aKOUWL> VLKff 
, 'a \ ' " , A.. ' • ,I, "t. TOV, 7rpO fJ(l.UL",£W, T£Tayp.£vov~ KaL fL~ "t'VY"'V £Tp£'t'£ TOV~ £ .. a-
KLUXL'\LO\J~, K<lL U7rOKT(iV<lL AiYETaL (l:UTO~ Tij (<lVTOV X£LPl 'ApT<l-
yipu."v TOV apxovTa aVTwv. W, 0' ~ Tp07r~ J.yf.V£TO, OUlU7rELpOvTat 
Kat Ot Kvpov (~aKOUWL d .. TO OLWKfLV opp.~uaVT(", 7rA~V 7raVV 
'\' .. A...' ", \ 'A",ll s:" t (: , 1" O"'LYOL ap."t' aVTOV KaT£"'£L"t'I7."uav, UX£OOV OL op.OTpa7T£~OL 
KaAovp.£VOL. 
• 
B. GRAMMAR • 
5 
10 
IS 
I. Explain the absence of accent on T£ (4) and fV (5) ; 
, 
the accent of U7r£yvwKivClL (2) and f7rOL£iTO (4) as compared 
with the normal accent of verb-forms seen, e. g., in 
fKW'\V( (I). 
-
2. Write the nominative and genitive singular and the 
dative plural of app.aTo, (4-), T~(L (5), (3auLAf.w" (10), op." 
(18). Give the principal parts of fyvWKf.VaL (2), ~y£TO (7), 
iY(Vf.TO (I 2 ) . 
3. Explain the mood of KaTaKOtfn (8); the mood and 
tense of ti7t'OKT(ivaL (I I). 
C. COMPOSITION 
Translate into Greek: 
I. Cyrus was not prevented by the king from crossing . 
2. Whenever the enemy give trouble, we must keep the 
hoplites in order (rank). 3. The exit having been seized, 
Cyrus decided to fight. 
• 
• 
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D. HOl\IER 
Translale: 
BOllA~ Of 7fPWTOV fL£ya()vfLwv r,£ Y£POVTWV, 
N£UTOP(!} 7fapo. V7Jt IIlIAOtY£V(oe; {3aUtA~oe;' 
TOV'l 0 y£ ulIYKaAiuae; 7fllKt~V r,PTVV£TO {301lA~V' 
KAvn. CP'AOt' ()£'ioe; fLOt EVV7rVWV ~A()(V ·Ovupoe; 
dfL{3poU'7Jv Ota. vVKTa' fLa.AtUTa Of N (UTOpt Ollt' 
.,.~, I ()' ,1..."" ,I (tooe; T£ fL£Y£ oe; T( 'f"1I7JV T ayXtUTa E'llKU. 
UT~ 0' /J.p' 1l7ffP K£cpaA~e;. Ka, fL£ 7fpoe; fLV()OV (£L7f£V' 
~ ~ 'A ' "". '..I.. • ~ , woue;. TpEOe; lIt( oai.'f"povoe; L7f7fooafLOW; 
ov Xp~ 7favvvxwv (VOUV {301lA7JcpOPOV /J.vopa, 
f' \ '" ',1... " I \ It' l\.aOt T E7ftT£Tpa'f"o.To.t, Kat TOUao. fLEfL1}I\(V. 
- ~" '() l '.. \ ,~, • \ ' • VlIV 0 £fLE (V c;vv(e; WKa' -"we; O( TOt aYY£i\.oe; (lfLL, 
. . () , , , , ~ ,,~, , \ ' 
oe; U(lI, aVE v EV EWV, fLEya K7JoETat 710 EI\.Eo.tpU. 
()wp~~a, u' EK(A£~UE KaP7J KOfLowVTae; 'A Xawve; 
~, -, ~\ ' \ . , 7favuvot!}· vvv yap K£V EI\Ote; 7fOl\tV Evpvayvtav 
Tpwwv' ov ya.p (T' cifLcpte; 'OAvfLma OWfLOoT' (xovne; 
'() , ..1..' Y " ./, ,~ a avo. TOt 'f"pa."OVTaL· E7fEyvafL,/,£V yap a7faVTae; 
~Hp7J AtUUOfLiv7J' TpWEUUt Of K~O£' ECP~7fTo.t 
• \ I ~\\' , ... " A.. ' ion ~ , " EK -"we;' 0.1\1\0. uv U!}ULV EX£ 'f"p£ULV. - ue; 0 fLEV U7fWV 
7 
16 
20 
30 
I. What is the form ~vvEe; (26), ECP~7fTo.t (32), a.~KEV (34)? 
2. Explain the case of ErOOe; (21), of ~ (25), of uw (27). 
, 
3. Write the scansion of 26 and 27. 
4. What were the consequences of this vision for the 
Greek army? 
LATIN . 
FIRST YEAR LA TIN 
I. Write the genitive and ahlati\'e singular and the ge9i-
tive and accusati\'e plural of: i1litiuJIl, idem, Ipsa, hoc, 
hiems, /Jorlus, altitudo, iter, obses, onus, pectus. 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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2. Gi\'~ the positive, comparative and superlative degrees 
of the adverbs derived from : lortis, celer, malus, sapiens, 
proximus. 
3. Give a synopsis in the second per,son plural (indicative 
and subjunctive, active and passive) of: "i7:0, 1.'ideo. 
4. Give the principal parts of : lugio, defendo, moveo, 
maneo, eo, I'jJero. 
5. Mention ten different uses of the ablative case. 
6. Translate into Latill, marking all long vowels in what 
)'OU write: 
(a) When he had discovered what the enemy were going 
to do, he remained in camp. 
(b) He says these tribes may unite if they wish. 
(c) He ought to be put in charge of the fleet. 
(d) Galba could not be persuaded to tempt fortune too 
often . 
(e) He waited at home the greater part of the day to 
prevent anyone from going out. 
(f) If they had come to Rome, I should have asked him 
what business they had there. 
7. Translate: 
Facilius eis persuasit, quod ttndiqtte loci natura Helvetii 
. continentur: una ex parte flumine Rheno latissimo atque 
altissilllO, qui agrum Helvetium a Germanis dividit; altera 
ex parte monte Jura altissimo, qui est inter Sequanos et 
Helvetios; tertia lactt Lemanno et flullline Rhodano, qui 
provinciam nostram ab Helvetiis dividit. Pro multitudine 
hominulll et pro gloria fortitudinis angustos se fines Ilabere 
arbitrabantur, qui in longitudinem milia passuum ducenta 
quadraginta, in latitudinem, centum octogiuta patebant. 
Account for the construction of each italicized word. 
• 
• 
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II 
SECOND YEAR LATIN 
I 
1-6. Answer I, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 uuder First-Year Latin 
(above). 
7. Translale: 
H,u omnia Cresar eodem illo pertillere arbitrabatur, ut 
tridlli mora interposita equites eorum, qui abessen/, revcrte-
renlur: tamen sese non longius mihbus paSSUll11l quatuor 
aquationis causa processurum eo die dixit: huc postero die 
quam frequentissimi cOllvenirellt lit de eorum postulatis 
cognoscerei. Interim ad prrefectos, qui cum omni eql1itatu 
antecesserant, mittit, qui nuntiarent, ne hostes proelio 
,Iacesserent, et si ipsi lacesserentur, sustinerent, quoad ipse 
cum exercitu propius acussissel. 
Account for the mood and tense of each italicized verb 
and for the case of each italicized noun or pronoun in this 
passage, 
III 
THIRD YEAR LATIN 
. 
l--l. Answer questions I, 2, 3 and -lunder First-Year 
Latin. 
5. Translate: 
(a) Quod si Romae Cn. Pompei us prh.'atus essel hoc 
tempore, tamen ad tantum bellum is erat deligendus atque 
mittendus; nUllC cum ad ceteras sum mas utilitates haec 
quoque opportunitas adjzmgalur, ut in eis ipsis locis adsit, 
ut habeat exercitum, ut ab eis, qui habent, accipere statim 
possit, quid exspectamus? Aut cur non ducibus dis im-
mortalibus eidem, cui cetera summa cum salute rei publicae 
commissa sunt, hoc quoque bellum regium committamus? 
(b) Quid vero? Ut homines Galli ex civitate male 
pacata, quae gens una restat quae bellum populo Romano 
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facere posse et non nolle videatur, spem imperii ac rerum 
maximarum ultro sibi a patriciis hominibus oblatam negli-
gerent vestramque salutem suis opibus anteponerent, id non 
divinitus esse factum putatis? 
Account for the mood and tense of each italicized verb 
and for the case of each italicized noun or pronoun in both 
of these passages. 
6. Translate into Latin, marking all long vowels in a'hat 
you {('rile: 
(a) I know from whom I received this training. 
(b) If I were doing this at the request of anyone, I 
should be placing my own interests before the honor of the 
state. 
(c) They knew that, if the pirates had not been con-
quered, they themselves would have been prevented from 
going to the provinces. 
(d) Would that he were with us! 
(e) Do not entrust armies to a commander who can not 
restrain his own soldiers. 
(f) Who would be injured by doing this? 
FOURTH YEAR LATIN 
I. Translate.' 
(a) Interea classem vetis aptare jubebat 
Anchises, fieret vento mora ne qua ferenti. 
I Quem Phoebi interpres multo compellat honore : 
" Conjugio, Anchisa, Veneris dignate superbo, 
Cura deum. bis Pergameis erepte ruinis, 
Ecce tibi Ausoniae tell us : hane arripe vel is. 
Et tamen hane pelago praeterlabare necesse est; 
Ausoniae pars illa proeul, quam pandit Apollo. 
(b) Continuo auditae voces, vagitus et ingens, 
Infantumque ani mae fientes, in limine primo, 
Quos dulcis ,'ilae exsortes et ab ubere raptos 
• 
• 
, 
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Abstulit atra dies et funere mersit acerbo. 
Hos juxta falso damnati crimine mortis. 
Nec vero hae sine sorte datae, sine judice, sedes: 
Quaesitor Minos urnam movet; ille silentum 
Conciliumque vocat, vitasque et crimina discit. 
II 
Proxima deinde tenent maesti loca, qui. sibi letum 
Insontes peperere manu. lucemque perosi 
Projecere animas. Quam veltent aethere in alto 
Nunc et pauperiem et duros perferre labores ! . 
Account for the construction of each italicized word in 
these passages. 
From what book of the Aeneid is each of these passages 
taken? Write briefly on the contents of the first book of 
the Aeneid? 
Write out the first three lines of the last passage, indicat-
ing the metrical feet, the principal caesura and the length 
of each syllable. 
Who was Minos? Phoebus? Agamemnon? Ascanius? 
Aurora? 
2. When did Vergillive? What was his main motive in 
writing the Aeneid? 
3. Write the principal parts ofjieret, erepte, praeterlaba1e, 
abstulit, mersit, movit, discit, peperere . . 
4. Write the genitive and ablative singular and the gene-
tive and accusative plural of: interpres, Venus, tel/us, illa 
(fem.), injantzmz, limine, mortis, judice, sedes, sibi, manu, 
pauperem. 
FIRST YEAR GERMAN 
N. B. State where and when you have studied German . 
• 
I. 
At the option o( the candidate, 20% of the 100% may be counted 
on an oral test to be given in connection with this paper. . Candidates 
not electing this oral test must answer question YII. 
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II. 
Translate ill to Englislz: 
~or einem grouen ~m'llbe {ebte ein S.1O(a~acfer mit feinet;\'rall, 
bel' ~atte nut ein ein3igc.:.. ,~inb, bas Ivar ein 'ffliibd)en bon brei 
'~Il~rell. '3ie Illatl'n Ilb~r fo ,Hill, bau fie nid)t lIte~r b,l(' tiiglid1c 
~hot 1)llttm lInb nid)t IVlIuten, WI1':" fie i~1II ~u eijen gcben ;oUten. 
@int'(' 9)lorgClls ging ber ,1)0 (DI~acfer tlo11cr 'SL'l'gcn ~inaus in ben 5 
'h.~lll'o Iln leilh' ~lrbeit, IInb Iuie er ba 410(3 ~acftc, itan'o auf 
einllt,ll l'inc fd,liillC 13rof;I' :\'rllll bor il)IIt, 'oie ~atte eine ,\{H1ne \.lon 
Icud)tcnbm 'Stnnc\\ auf b,111 ,I)mt'pt \\lIb ,,,rach ~ll i~1l\: 1I~d) 
bin bie 0l1119fl'llu :))1IUill, bie ':l)1l1ttcr I:-C0 (5hriftfinblein0: bll 
bift milt unb 'ourftig, bring mil' 'oein .I{illl:-, id) 10iU c':" Illit Illir 10 
1H'~lIten, fcinc ':l)1uttcr fein un'o fut' c':" forg~n," 'I'n ~ol ,)l)acfer 
gc~ord)te, ~o(te fein ~{inb unb iibergllb c":, I:-er ~ungfl'llu ~maria, 
bie na~m es mit fid) ~il111Uf in ben .~)imllld. ;nIl ging C0 i~m 
ItlO~I, C0 11;; jucfnbrot un'o trllnt fuuc 'fflild), un'o feinc .Rleiber 
lomen \)on 001b, un'tl 'tIie (tnglcin f"idtcn mit i~III, ~((~ t'0nun 15 
bier3t'~n~ll~r alt gelt)or'ocn 10lu, rid t'~ Ci1l111111 bie 0ungfrau 
~))lmia au fid) IIn'o fVt'lld): lI~iebe5 .Rin'o, id) ~lll't' eine groi3e 
meii~ \.lOt, bll nimm bie 0d)liiiiel 3u ben bt:ei3c~1I 'lurell be~ 
~il111nclreid)s in '2.~erlt)a~run9: 310iHf ba\)on 'olufft bu auffd)liei3cn 
aber 'oie 'orei3e~nte, lu0311 bicfer fleine Zd)liiiiel ge~i.irt, 'oie ift blr 20 
berboten: ~iite bid), baU '011 fie nid)t aufld)lieaeft, fon;t loirft 
'ou ungliicflid)." 
III. 
I, Give nominative and genitive singular and nominati\'e 
plural with corresponding form of the definite article (model 
der Mann, des Mannes, die Manner) of: r¥alde (I), Frau 
(I), Kind (2), Miidellen (2), Jahren (3). Arbeit (6), 
Mutter (9), Kleider (14), Schliissd (18), Tiiren (20). 
2. Form German sentences using the comparative or 
superlative forms of: arm, heiss, vid, gut, IlOdl. 
, 
3. Decline throughout: der schonste Batun; unser 
sci lones, klei1les Zimmer I' diese alte Feder . 
• 
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4. Give the principal parts, with the auxiliary of the per-
fect tense and the third person. present singular indicative 
(model: ,ueggehen, gillg wcg, isl weggegangen, geM w~g) 
of : essen (.j.), stand (6), sprach (8), brillg (10), nelzmen 
(II), iibergab (12), gC"'(Jrden ll~). aufsclzli~ssm (19), 
gelzort (20), 1.'erboten (21). 
• 
5. Conjugate in the present and imperfect indicative 
lesell, lIlogeJl, (['issell. 
1\' . • 
Folgellde Fragen sind auf dcutsch in ganzen Siitzen zu 
bean/,(lorfcn : 
t. Mit ",em spielle das KilJd im Himmel? 
2. \Varum iibergab der Holzhacker der Jungfral1 Maria 
sein Kind? 
3. Wann wurde Washington geboren? (Write out 
numbers). 
4. Wieviel Uhr ist es jetzt? (Write out numbers) . 
5. Was ist der Unterschied zwischen einem Mikhglas 
und einem Glas Milch? 
V. 
(a) Complete the following sentences: 
J. Ich blieb Hause; er ging - Stadt. 
2. Er ritt durch Dorf iind iiber Briicke. 
3. Sie sitzt - Tisch und bittet - ein Stiick Brot. 
4· Er ging in Garten; er wollte in Schatten 
unter - Baum sitzen. 
(b) Change acti ve to passive in following sentences: 
I. ,Der Hund hat den Knaben gebissen. 
2. Man spielt Goethes " Faust" oft im Theater. 
VI. 
Translate into German : 
A week ago we were at home, but today work begins 
again. I can see some friends here whom I have not seen 
ENTRA:-;CE EXAMI~ATION PAPERS 
for two years. They do not look very happy. Perhaps 
they think that these questions are too hard. But we can 
all go home soon for it is nearly six o'clock. 
\'II. 
(Only for those not taking the oral test: Compare Ques-
tion 1.) 
Erzahlen Sie in etwa 75-100 Worten etwas iiber die Stadt 
Ithaca. 
oder 
Beschreiben sie das Leben auf dem Lande im Sommer. 
SECOl\D YEAR GERMAN 
N. B. State where and how long you have studied German. 
At the option of the candidate 20% of the 100% may be counted on 
an oral test to be given in connection with this paper. Candidates 
not electing this oral test must answer question V. 
1. 
Translate i1lto Englislz : 
:Der oerii~ntte 2Uoertu5 9Jlagnu~, (~([&ert ber ffiroue) Ivar 3u 
£auingen in Gcf1lthlOen im ~ll~re 1193 a1-3 miller ~eute .\lin'll 
geOoten. 6d)on in feinet ~inb~eit beigte n' gtoUe S?uft 3um 
S? ern CI1. ~r ging al5 junger ~mann nam ~abull in0tlllien, ItlO 
er Ills ein armer 6d)iiler ftubierte un'll aud) in ben ~r't>en ber 5 
SDominifaner aufgetlOllllnen Itlur'oe. '1:urd) feine ffiele~r)all1teit 
un'll '.ffiei5~eit orad)te er e5 10 Itleit, bau ihn bet ~a~lft ~Ilm ~i)d)of 
bon 9legen50utg erlhlnnte. Oogleid) er nun )0 ~od) geftiegen 
lVar, fo fd)iimte er fid) bod) feiner anuetl Q;ltern nid,lt, fonbem 
fd}idte 3u i~nen un'o lieu i~nen fagen, l1)ie ex ein gtOner '~mann 10 
un'll ~ild)of geloorben fei, un'll fid) fel)ne, feine lieoen ~ltern 
lVieber 3U fe~en. SDa rein ~atet un'll feine s.mutter bas ~orten, 
mad)ten fie fid) eilig auf nad) megensburg. eie fd)iinttcn fid} 
aoet, fid} in il)ren atntfeligen SHeibem \.lOt ibmn 601)ne jU 3eigen, 
un'll al5 'oie ~ellte in megen50urg ~otten, Ivet fie feien, IVllren fie 1.5 
nut aUaufrof), if)nen fd)one S{leiber bll lei~en; benn fie f)offten 
aUe, 'ocr ~i)d}of tver'oe es if)nen l)unbertflld) un'o tllujen'ofad) 
-
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bernelten. ~a fie nun fo ~errlid) nefleibet bor ben ~ifd)of famen, 
fu~r er fie an un'll f ante: ,,'iller f eib i~r ? " 6eine SJ.Hutter aber 
fing an ou roeinen unb fagte: ,,~ift bu nid)t mein eigenes .Rinb, 2() 
bas id) mit Sd)meqen gro\3 geoogen ~abe, unb ift bicfer nid)t 
bein ~.hltcr ~" ~r aber anilt)ortetc unb fprad): "SJJlein ~~\ltcr 
roar ein armer SJJhiUcr unb trug einen beftaubten mod uni:> llIeine 
SJJhltter roar cine anne ijrau." ~a gingen fie beibe ~inaus, 
legten i:>ie fd)onen SHeibcr ab unb oogen ihre aUen 2!rbeitsfleii:>er 25 
an. Unb fo famCll fie It)i~ber bor ben ~ifd)of. ~ie ber fie 
erblidte, neigte er fid) tief bor i~nen, na~m fcine SJJlutter in bie 
2!rme, ~eqte unb hinte fie, foba\3 fid) aUe, bie ougegen roaren, 
berlvun i:>erten. 
II. 
I. Give the nominative and genitive singular and nomin-
ative plural (with the article) of the following nouns: 
Kindheit (1. 3), Schider (1. 5), Bischof (1. 7), Jllutter (1. 
12), Sohne (1. 14), Sclzmazm (1. 21), Mi"tller (1. 23), Arme 
(1. 28). 
. 
2. Decline in both numbers: Junger Jllann (1. 4), ilzrm 
armSl'ligm Kleidem (1. 14), mein eigenes Kind (1. :?o). 
3. Give the principal parts, the perfect tense with aux-
iliary, and the present indicative active, third person, of 
the following verbs, (model: fortjalzren, fu!zr fort, ist 
fortgefallren, fallrt fort): geborm (1. 3), studierte (1. 5), 
brachte (1. 7), gestiegcn (1. 8), liess (1. 10), vergeltm (I. 18), 
fing an (1. 20), spraclz (1. 22), trug (1. 23), gingm (1. 24). 
4. Inflect in the mood and tense in which they are found, 
the verbs: aufgmommm 'ii'urde (1. 6), seid (1. 19), gezogm 
habe (1. 2 I), antwortetc (I. 22) . 
.;. Explain the mood and tense of the followi ng \'erbs : 
gewordm sei (I. II), se!zne (1. II), seien (1. IS), 'ieerde ... 
vergeltm (1. 17-18). 
6. Copy the following sentences, substituting for the 
dashes, the proper endings: Die Biich- dies Student-
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sind in rot Leder eingeblmden. Es sind }}leistens lafeinisch-, 
dell tsch ,lOld ellglisch- H'~"Yk-, die er von Seln- Vater 
geschenkt bekommen hat: Er ist ein Jleissig-,jung-Alensch, 
der Seln slimttiell Priiflmg- gut bestehen 7<'ill. 
III. • 
Translate into German: 
The son of a poor father and a loving mother, Albert 
the Great, was born in Sllabia toward the end of the twelfth 
century. He traveled in foreign countries and studied in 
Italy. Because of his learning he was made bishop by the 
Pope. Was he ashamed of his poor parents? No, he 
asked them to visit him. They came dressed in fine clothes, 
but he did not know them until they had put on their old 
clothes, the father the dusty clothes of a miller. 
IV. 
Bilden sie einige deutsche Fragen nnd Antworten (zusam-
men etwa 50 Worte) iiber Schule uod Bibliothek ! 
( To be ans,t'cred by 
tilt? oral test) . 
v. 
those candidates onll' WIIO do not take 
-
Schreibell Sie in deutscher Sprache (in etwa 75 Worten) 
tiber Hal1s- oder Gartenarbeit ! 
. 
THIRD YEAR GERMAN 
~. B. State where and how long you have studied German . 
• 
1. 
At the option of the candidate, 30% of the 100% may be couuted 
on an oral test to be gi\'en in connection with this paper. Candidates 
not electing this oral test must answer question VI. 
II. 
1. ;)' iinf~a~re IlhUcn auf biefe Iilleife t1crfloffen, als ein 
Brernb~r auf feiner meife in bern :notfe eintdltte \Inti in ~~riftil1l\':; 
S)aufe, loeil cs bie anfeb,nlidJfte l!i3o(,llIung 10m, feinen ~(ufent~a1t 
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• 
nal)m. G:-3 loar cin freunblief,>er, gef~raef,>igcr 9Jlann, bel' tlidcs 
bon feinen ~eifen er3ahlte, bel' mit ben .\{inbcrn f~ielte unb it,1I1ett 5 
0efd,1~nte mlld)te, unb ben in fur,;em ll((e liebgcltlalllwl. 6'~ 
gefie! i~m jo gut in bel' illegcnb, ba;; er fid) l'inige::taqe ~iel' 
auf~altcn 100Ute; Ilbn aus bcn:t agen Illurbcn :!Uoef,>rn, unb 
enblidl l))lonllte. .'hiner Itlllllberte fid) tiber bic ~,er30gerung 
feiner ~breifc, benn aIle ~attcn fief,> fd1l1n blHan geloo~nt, i~n 10 
mit ~ur ;j'lllnilic ,;u Dl1~lcn. ~lur (£I)l'iftian fllfJ oft nad)benflief,>, 
benn e~ tam i~m \)01', Ills fenne er beniYrembcn id10n \)on frii~er, 
unb bod) erinnerte er fief,> burd,lau-3 nief,>t, 100 unb loann er i~n 
fef,>on gcf~~en haben flhinte. 'Jlu(h einem miertdjll~r na~m 
bcr ~teifcnbc enblief,> mbfd)icb unb fllgtC: ,,£icbe 5)-reunbc, cin 15 
10unberbaresZ,ef,>idfal tl'eibt mief,> Illeitcr in bie ~t(dt hinaus, iel) 
hoffe abel' 3U cuef,> ,;urtid3ufe~rcn unb iel) bitte euch, cine Zumlllc 
(i)dl:>c-:" fiir mid) 3U tmloa~ren. .\lommc ief,> in 0l1~resfrift nief,>t 
loiebcr hier~Ct', fo mogt i~r fie Ills mcinen 1)cmf fiir cure 1Yrcunb: 
fef,>aft llllltC~men. 20 
2. lJ?ad) 1J1eu:G:nglllnb ~lltte fid) ,;nerft eine grofJcre mn3a~1 
bon ~(nfieblern ~ingcloanbt al-3 nad) ben mitt leren unb ftiblief,>en 
.\{olonien. Sur Seit bel' ~c\)olutionIOllr ~ofton grof;cr als 9?eto 
~)ol'f. 't'ic;es frii~erc Uebergcloid)t IJlcu:(S'nglanbs, bas l:>uref,> 
oie GJleid)mtigfcit feiltCr friiftigen allgdfiic(1fifd)C1l ~ebolfcrung 25 
noef,> Imftarft lourbe, Elllt Iluf bie glln3c G:ntltJidlulIg bcr ~~minig: 
ten Zhlaten unO Iluf ben amcrifaniid)en molfsd)mafter eincn 
bebeutcnbcn G:influfJ llu0.3getibt, ben lltlln ie~r 100~1 mit bel' ~oUc 
bcrgleief,>en fann, bie bas altc 0ricd)wlllllb ill (i'uro~a gef~ielf 
~llt. :Die Cl)def,>id)te ltJirb bies ftets rtibmenb hcrbol'~eben, auef,> 30 
locnn in Sufunft 91eu:<5'nglanb burd~ fcine ~'Hcin~eit in 'tlen 
~)intcrgrunb ge'tlrangt loer'tlen foUte. 
III. 
Grammatical questions based on the preceding passages 
for translation. 
I. Give the principal parts. with the auxiliary of the per-
fect tense and the third person singular present indicative 
(model: 1.£Ieggellen, ging u'eg. is! it'eggegangm, g-eht weg) , 
of the following verbs: verjlossen (I), gefiel (7). kam - - -
• 
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vor (I2),gcse/un (14), treibt- - -/zinaus (16), bitt~ (17). 
annehmm (20), hinge;, 'and! (22), <'erg/eielzen (29), Izervor-
heben (30). 
2. Give, with the definite article in each case, the nomi-
native and genitive singular, and the nominative plural of : 
, 
Jahre (I), Dorfe (2), /I/o/mung (3), Geschenke (6), G~gend 
(7), Tage (7), Ilochen (8), Schicksal (16), Ansiedlern (22), 
Staaten (27). 
3. Decline throughout the singular only: ein Fremd~r 
(1-2), dO' Reisende (15): throughbut the plural only: 
liebe Freunde (IS), throughout the singular and plural: 
dm mittleren Kolo1l1'en (22-23). 
4. Change from direct to indirect discourse the last five 
lines of passage I, beginning with tin lC'1mderbares Schicksal. 
Introduce the indirect statement with the words Der 
Frande sagte seinen licben Freundell. Use no dasz. 
IV. 
Write to a gentleman or a lady a German letter of about 
60 words, stating that you have brought with you a letter 
for him or her from friends of his or hers in your home 
town. You have heard that he or she has recently been ill 
and you wish to know if a call from you would be accept-
able. l\Iention when you will be at liberty to call. Use 
the proper pronoun of address. Date, address, and sign 
your letter. 
• V . 
Translate into G~rmall: 
My dear old grandfather who is more than eighty now 
comes from Concord, Massachusetts, and is very proud of 
that. As a boy and young man he knew all the great men 
and women who have made tbat small town so famous. 
Some of the stories be tells are delightful. A year ago, I 
read Henry David Thoreau's" Walden," a beautiful book 
in which this author describes the simple life he led in the 
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woods. Then my grandfather told me laughingly that 
Thoreau had forgotten to mention how often he came home 
to visit his mother and especially his mother's pantry 
(Speisekammer) . 
VI. 
(Only for those who do not take the oral test). 
Write an exercise in German, of about 75 words, on one 
of the following topics: Vorziige mtiner Heimal or Ein 
Vergltic/i zwisdun T.f'eimar llnd Concord, Massachusetts or 
Mdn amerikanischer Lieblingsdiclller. 
FIRST YEAR FRENCH 
PART I (one hour) 
ORAL EXA:lIINATION 
PART II (two hours) 
I. Translale: 
Un riche proprietaire possed!lit un vaste domaine, et 
voulant accroitre sa fortune, it resolut de faire valoir lui-
meme ses terres; il pensait se procurer ainsi plaisirs et 
profit. Les charmes et les avantages de la vie champetre Ie 
seduisaient; mais, comme il arrive trop souvent en ce 
monde, les resultats ne repondirent point a l' attente de notre 
homme: bien loin de s'enrichir-, il s'endetta et pour couper 
court a ses pertes, il prit un remede herolque: ce fut de 
vendre la moitie de ses biens afin de s' acquitter et de louer 
l'autre moitie pour dix-huit annees. Le bail etant pres de 
finir, Ie proprietaire re~ut un jour la visite de son fermier, 
robuste et laborieux paysan, qui lui apportait Ie montant du 
loyer de l'annee et qui lui dit ensuite avec un certain -air de 
timidite :" Dans Ie cas, Monsieur, ou vous voudriez me 
vendre les terres que vous m'avez donnees a ferme je vous 
les acheterais volontiers. Comment. s'ecria l'autre, vous 
• 
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seriez en mesure de me les payer comptant? Expliqnez-moi 
ce mystere. J e possedais en toute propriete Ie double de ce 
que vous cultivez et, loin de realiser les benefices, je ne 
pouvais, comme on dit vulgairement, parvenir it mettre les 
deux bouts ensemble it la fin de l'aunee. De quelle fa~on 
vous y prenez-vous pour obtenir un resultat tout different? 
II n'y a riell qui doive vous etonller, repart Ie fermier; vous 
di~iez a \·os gens: A lIe= , et moi je dis al1X miens: Venez. 
N o~ez la difference. J e ne comprends pas bien, fait Ie pro-
prictaire. La chose est cependant bien simple, Monsieur, 
vous dOllniez ,des ordres et ces ordres une fois donnes YOllS 
ne "ous occupiez plus de l'execution. Tantot VOllS restiez 
all lit, tan tot YOUS VOllS liniez a toutes sortes de divertisse-
ments; moi je precbe d'exemple; je suis a la tete des 
tra\'ailleurs; je me donne autaut de peine qu'eux et 
quelquefois plus. Toujours Ie premier au travail, et bien 
SOU\'ellt Ie dernier. l\Ies employes rOl1giraient de ne point 
ri\"aliser a\"ec moi, Je n'ai jamais oublie les paroles de mon 
, 
pcre qui me repetait sans cesse qu'un travail assidu engendre 
I' economie et la richesse. 
II. Gi\'e the comparative and sllperlative of beau, gralld, 
petit. \\'rite a list of the demonstrative pronouns. Conju-
gate the present indicative of coltrir, the imperfect in-
dicative of dormir, the future of savoir, the conditional of 
aZ'oir, the past definite of lenir, the past indefinite of boir(, 
the present subjunctive of metlre, the imperfect subjunctive 
of suivre. 
II!. . Translale .. 
He is not at home to-day. She used to go to church 
every Sunday. She was Italian but her husband was 
English. If the king should speak to you in French, you 
should answer in French. They ha\'e some bread but no 
butter. There were fi\'e in the box. The children will 
remain in United States until the end of the war. Let us 
finish this lesson at once. What are they called? My 
• 
• 
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book is not as large as his. Do not take those. We left 
New York Jan. I, 1918, and we do not expect to return 
before the fifteenth of August, 1920. 
SECOND YEAR FRE~CH 
PART I (one hour) 
• 
ORAL EXA:\I!;-'<ATION 
PART II (two hours) 
I. Translale: 
Pour arri\'er la, nous a\'ions ete depuis pres de deux 
heures enserres entre deux files de soldats qui marchaient 
en seIlS inverse rune de l'autre. Sur notre droite, c'ctaient 
des Anglais qui se rendaient a la bataille, tout propres, tout 
frais, l'air content et en train, admirablement equipes, a\'ec 
de beaux chevaux bien gras. Sur notre gauche, c'etaient 
des artilleurs de France qui en revenaient, de la gigantesque 
bataille, pour prendre un peu de repos ; poussiereux , ceux-
ci, avec quelquefois des bandages at! bras et all front, mais 
gardant des mines joyeuses, des figures de sante, et mar-
chant en bon ordre par sections ;' ils rapportaient me me des 
chargements de douilles vides qu'ils avaient eu Ie temps de 
ramasser, ce qui prom'ait bien qu'ils s'etaient retires sans 
hate et sans crainte, en vainqueurs auxquels les chefs ont 
ordonne quelques jours de repit. On entendait au loin 
comme un bruit d'orage, d'abord tres sourd, mais dont nous 
nous rapprochions de plus en plus. Dans les champs alen-
tour, les paysans labouraient comme si de rien n'etait" 
incertains pourtant si les sauvages, qui menaient tant de 
bruit la, bas, n'allaient pas un de ces jours revenir pour tout 
saccager. Il y avait sur l'herbe des prairies, un pell partout, 
aut~ur de petits feux de branches, des groupes qui eussent 
ete lamentables sous un ciel sombre, mais que Ie soleil trou-
vait Ie moyen d'egayer quand meme: emigres, en fuite 
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devant les barbares, faisanl leur cuisine comme des bohe-
miens, au milieu des ballots de leurs pauvres hardes empar-
que tees en hate pendant Ie sauve-ql1i.peut terrible. 
Pierre Loti, La Hyt;'1l~ enrage~. 
II. Give the principal parts of the verbs in italics in the 
passage above. Conjl1gate the past indefinite of S( rendre, 
the perfect subjunctive of era indre , the future of mourir, 
the imperative of aller, the present subjuncti\'e of pia ire. 
III. Translale.· I am glad you liked him so much. Don't 
go there if you are afraid of it. I believe it is true. In all 
of those towns they used to speak French a few years ago. 
Neither he nor his mother came before noon. Whom did 
you see, when you called? That is evidently what he was 
thinking about. If you had lost them there they would 
have returned them at once . Send some in order that they 
may begin at once. How long had she bet:n here when you 
saw her? 
IV. Write a short composition in French of about one 
hundred words on one of the following sUbjects: 
(a) L'armee americaine en France. 
(b) Un voyage en bateau. 
THIRD YEAR FRENCH 
PART I (one hour) 
ORAL EXAMI:-l'ATION 
PART II (two hours) 
1. Translal~.· It was in J801. At this time Europe con-
cluded the Peace of Amiens, and Napoleon took his seat on 
the throne of France. He glanced across the Atlantic, and, 
with a single stroke of his pen, reduced Cayenne and Mar-
tinique back into chains. He then said to his council: 
" What shall I do with St~ Domingo? " The slaveholders 
said: "Give it to us." But Colonel Vincent, who had 
• 
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been private secretary to Toussaint L'Ouverture, wrote to 
Napoleon, saying, " Sire, leave it alone; it is the happiest 
spot in your dominions. God raised Toussaint to govern ; 
races melt under his hand. He has saved yon this island." 
Napoleon is said to have remarked: "I have sixty thousand 
idle troops; I must find them something to do." What he 
meant to say was: •• I am about to seize the crown; I dare 
not do it in the face of sixty thousand republican soldiers. 
I must give them work at a distance to do." It wa!' 
against this man, Toussaint L'Ouverture, who was above 
the lust of gold, pure in private life, generous in the use of 
his power, that Napoleon sent his army." 
(b) He was ten years old before he began to read. \Vhat-
ever you think about it, he will agree with you. Obey 
your parents. Let him come as soon as possible. The 
book of which I am speaking will be published in about 
a fortnight. We Americans could do such a thing if it 
were necessary. Whoever does it will regret it. It is not 
worth while doing that unless you know you are right. 
II. Translate: A ceux qui s'informaient pres de lui de 
renseignements biographiques, Albert Samain avait accou-
tnme de repondre par une formule invariable: ., ~Ia vie 
n'a pas d'histoire." La phrase decourageait toute sollicita-
tion nouvelle. 11 etait inutile d'insister. Samain, qui 
detestait parler de soi ou mettre Ie public au courant de ses 
aventures intimes, indiquait de cette fac;on bre\'e Ie peu 
d'importance qu' avaient pris a son endroit les incidents 
communs de l'existence. Sur sa yie, Ie fait divers ne pese 
pas. Elle ne favorise aucunement les cmiosites de l'infor-
mation. Elle ne se rehausse ni ne s'embarrasse des anec· 
dotes frequentes ou vagabonde d'ordinaire l'indiscretion des 
historiographes. La courbe qu'elle dessine est harmoniense, 
sans heurt et presque sans surprise, sans de dation brusque 
du plan ou elle se situe, belle, reguliere et legerement 
monotone. 
• 
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II est pur et uni Ie miroir qui fixe I'image, reculee dirait-
on, de la destinee du poete: face mi-voilee qui, dans une 
sorte de grisaille ou la lllmiere s'attenue, regarde mysteri-
euse et douce, un doigt sur les levres en signe de reserve et 
de silence. C'est dire que, dans l'atmosphere quasi legen-
daire deja dont s'enveloppe cette figure spirituelle, s'estom-
pent et s'effacent. secondaires, tous les elements incapables 
d'accl1ser Ie cote psychologique d'unetre interieur et pudi-
. , que et passlOnne. 
L. Bocql1et, Albert Samain. 
Write a short composition on one of the following sub-
jects : 
(a) La conservation des vivres en ce moment. 
(b) Lafayette en Amerique. 
, 
FIRST YEAR ITALIAN 
. 
I. Give the preterite of dar, ltscire. parae, trarre; the 
present sUbjunctive of valere. andare, porre, udire; the per-
fect indicative of aprire. dire, venire, po/ere, stare. 
2. Translate into Italian: 
He put it on the table, but some one has moved it. Who 
is going there to-day? Either he or I wanted to give it to 
him but I couldn't. They woke me at five o'clock. It was 
dark and cold, and it was snowing hard. Victor Emanuel 
II was the first king of the Third Italy. If I saw him I 
would have to speak to him. Go and ask him why he 
didn't read what I wrote. If he were here, perhaps he 
would be able to tell us if Alfieri was a count. Then they 
looked at each other and began to weep. Go tell them 
they'll have to do without me. You ought to do some 
thing for him instead of letting him suffer so. He must 
have known them well; he has lived there for several 
years. I came, I saw, I conquered. 
• 
• 
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3. Translate into Englislt : 
Venerdt 15 febbraio 1823 fui a visitare il sepolcro del 
Tasso e ci piansi. Questo (! il primo e l'unico piacere che 
ho provato in Roma. La strada per andarvi e lunga, e non 
si va a quel 1110g0 se non per vedere questa sepolcro; ma 
non si potrebbe anche venire dall' America per gustare il 
piacere delle lagrime 10 spazio di due minuti? E pur cer· 
tissimo che Ie immense spese che qui vedo fare non per 
altro che per procllrarsi uno e un altro piacere, sono tutte 
quante get tate all'aria, perche in luogo del piacere non 
s' ottiene altro che noia. Molti provano un sentimento 
d'indignazione vedendo il cenere del Tasso, coperto e indio 
cato non da altro che da una pietra larga e 1unga circa un 
palmo e mezzo, e posta in un cantoncino d'una chiesllccia. 
10 non vorrei in nessun modo trovar questa cenere sotto un 
mansoleo. Tu comprendi la gran folIa di affetti che nasce 
dal considerare il contrasto fra la grandezza del Tasso e 
l'umilta della sua sepoltura. Ma tu non puoi avere idea 
d'pn altro contrasto, cioe di quello cheprova un occhio 
avvezzo all 'infinita magnificenza e vastita de' monumenti 
romani, paragonandoli alIa piccolezza e 11 udita di questo 
sepolcro. Si sente una trista e fremebonda consolazione 
pensando che questa poverta e pur sufficiente ad interessare 
e animar la posterita, laddove i superbissimi mansolei, che 
Roma racchiude, si osservano con perfetta indifferenza per 
la persona a cui furouo innalzati, della quale 0 non si 
domanda neppure il nome, 0 si non domanda non come nome 
della persona rna del mOllumento. Leopardi: 
SECOND YEAR ITALION 
2. Translate: 
a) Ma 1asciamo 10 scrittore Manzoni ; guardiamo l' uomo. 
Come, di lui scritore, non c'e pagina che non possa esser 
1etta, che non giovi a 1egger1a, COSt di lui llomo non c'e 
atto che non possaesser detto. Non si mescolo nel tumu1to 
della vita pubblica; rna, nei tempi 0 agitati 0 tranquilli 
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che visse, serbo intatta sempre la dignita sua e la sincerita 
dei suoi sentimenti. La sua giovinezza cadde nei giorni, 
tristi e gloriosi, che seguirino 1a rivoluzione francese. 
Come la mente degli altri suoi contemporanei pill adulti di 
lui, coslla sua fu pronta ad accog1iere Ie speranze di liberta, 
che venivano di Francia. Ma che, al contatto del fatti, 
COS! negli altri migliori come in lui, quel movimento dis-
ceso d'oltre Alpi apparisse mescolato di molta vanita, mal-
vagita e menzogna, e non servisse se non a ridestare pill 
ardente, pill preciso i1 sentimento dell' indipendenza nazio-
nale e la voglia, se n'ha prova sl nei slloi scritti, :;1 in tutta 
quanta la sua vita. In un sermone del 1804 diceva di non 
aver voce che valesse a cantare. 
Le battaglie, Ie leggi e i rinnovati 
Fra noi Greci e Quiriti. 
Nel 1814. innanzi che la Lombardia fosse sicuramente del 
l' Austria, spero e s'auguro, e canto in una canzone la 
speranza e l'augurio che potesse rimanere padrona di se. 
Rinnovo la speranza e il canto l'insurrezione del 1815; e 
scrisse de nuovo una canzone al Signor che la parola ha 
pro/aita, Che tante etadi indamo Italia aUese. Nel 1816 
scrisse il Coro del Carmagnola cosl pieno d'una italianita 
ardente e sublime. Chi non ricorda 
b). 
D'una terra son tutti: un linguaggio. 
Parlan tutti; fratelli Ii dice 
Lo straniero: il comune lignaggio 
A ognun d'essi dal volto traspar. R. Bonglli. 
Erano i capei d'oro all'aura sparsi, 
Che'n mille dolci nodi gli avvolgea:: 
E'l vago lume oltra misura ardea 
Di quei begli occhi, ch'or ne son 51 scarsi 
E'l viso di pietosi color farsi, 
N 011 so se vero 0 falso, milparea : 
I' che l'esca amorosa al petto avea, 
Qual maraviglia se di subit' arsi? 
~on era l'andar suo cosa mortale, 
• 
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Ma d'angelica forma; e Ie parole 
Sonavan altro che pnr voce nmana. 
Uno spirto celeste, un vivo sole 
Fn quel ch'i' vidi ; e se non fosse or tale, 
Piaga per allen tar d'arco non sana. -Petrarch. 
Translate: . 
27 
An Italian poet inqnired of one of his friends what he 
thought of his last new work. "I have arrived at the 
fifteenth canto," replied the friend: "and I am not afraid 
to affirm that I never read more beantiful and harmonious 
poetry in the Italian language." .. I beg pardon," replied 
the author, " there is one thing in the langnage which I 
must confess is far superior." " Oh ! you perhaps mean 
one of the masterpieces of Italian literature, the work of 
Ariosto or of Tasso." , , No; I mean my sixteenth canto." 
THIRD YEAR ITALIAN 
I. Translate: 
Ascoltando, chinai in giu la faccia ; 
Ed un di lor (non questi che parlava) 
Si torse sotto il peso che 10 impaccia : 
Ed videmi e conobbemi e chiamava, 
Tenendo gli occhi con fatica fisi 
A me, che tutto chin con loro audava. 
, 0', dissi lui, non sei tu Oderisi, 
L'onor d' Agobbio, e l'onor di quell'arte 
Che alluminare chiamata e in parisi? ' 
'Frate', diss' egli, 'piu ridon Ie carte 
Che pennelleggia Franco Bolognese: 
L'onore e tutto or suo, e ruio in parte 
Ben non sare' io stato sl cortese 
Mentre ch' io vissi, per 10 gran desio 
Dell 'eccellenza, ove mio core intese. 
Di tal superbia qui si paga il fio ; 
Ed ancor non sarei.qui, non fosse 
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Che, p05sendo peccar, mi volsi a Dio. 
o val1agloria dell' nmane posse, 
Com' poco verde in sulla cima dura. 
Se non e gi unta dall 'etati grosse! 
Credette Cimabue nella pittura 
Tener 10 campo, ed ora ha Giotto il grido 
Si che la fama di colui e oscura. 
COS! ha tolto I'uno all 'altro Guido 
La gloria della lingua; e forse e nato 
Chi I'uno e l'altro caccera di nido. 
Non e ilmondan romore altro che un fiato 
Di vento , c he or vi en qui nci ed or vien qui ndi, 
E muta nome, perche muta lato. 
(DANTE, PURG. XI, 73-102.) 
(b.) Verso gli nomini grandi, e specialmente verso quelle 
in cui risplende nna straordinaria virilita, il mondo e come 
donna. Non gli ammira solo, ma Ii ama, perche quella loro 
forza I'innamora. Spesso, comme nelle donne, I'amore 
verse questi tali e maggiore per con to ed in preporzione del 
disprezzo che essi mostrano, dei mali trattamenti che fanno, 
e delle stesso timore che ispirano agli uomini. Cosi Napo-
leone fu amatissimo dalla Francia, ed oggetto, per dir cosi, 
di culto ai soldati che egli chiamo carne di cannone, e tratto 
come tali. Cosi tanti capitani che fecero degli uomini simile 
giudizio ed uso, furono carissimi ai loro eserciti in vita, ed 
oggi nelle storie fanno invaghire di se i lettori. Anche una 
sorte di brutalita e di stravaganza piace non poco in questi 
tali, comme aIle donne negli amanti. Pero Achille e 
perfettamente amabile: laddove la bonta di Enea e di 
Goffredo, e la saviezza di questi medesimi e di Ulisse, 
genera no quasi odio. LEOPARDI, Pensieri. 
2. Translate into Italian: From Naples, Addison re-
turned to Rome by sea, along the coast which his favorite 
Virgil had celebrated. The felucca passed the headland 
where the car and trumpet were placed by the Trojan ad-
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venturers on the tomb of Misenus, and anchored at night 
under the shelter of the famed promontory of Circe. The 
voyage ended in the Tiber still overhung with dark ver-
dure, and still turbid with vellow sand, as when it met the 
-
eyes of Aeneas. From the ruined port of Ostia, the stranger 
hurried to Rome; and at Rome he remained during those 
hot and sickly months when. even in the Augustan age, all 
who could make their escape fled from mad dogs and from 
streets black with funerals, to gather the first figs of the 
season in the country. It is probable that, when he, long 
after, poured forth in verse his gratitude to the Providence 
which had enabled him to breath unhurt in tainted air, he 
was thinking of the August and September which he had 
passed at Rome. M .-\'CAUI.A v, Essay on Addison. 
FIRST YEAR SPANISH 
1. Dictation and oral. 
. 
II. (a) Give a list of the conjunctive pronoun objects. 
(b) Count by sevens from 4 to 44, writing out the 
numbers. 
(c) Give the plural of nari:: , lecci6n, me!odo, /ti.cil, 
pie. 
III. Conjugate the following: 
(a) Present indicative of contar, querer, decir. 
(b) Imperfect indicative of ir, !levar, 
(c) Future indicative of !laber, venir. 
(d) Preterite indicative of pedir, dormir. empezar. 
(e) Conditional of poner. 
(f) Present sUbjunctive of saber, hacer, sentir. 
(g) Past sUbjunctive of ur, estar. 
(h) Synopsis (1St singular of all simple tenses) of 
morir, caber, dar, calentarse, corregir. 
IV. Translate.-
I. Many of my friends don't like it, but I do . 
• 
• 
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2. Can you tell me what is the largest city in Spain? 
3. That boy to whom you were talking has been studying 
Spauish for more than two years. 
-+. The teacher gives us long Spanish lessons, but we 
always learn them rapidly and easily. 
5. Don't do that; you will cut your hands. 
6. 1\ly friend told them that Spanish trains were better 
• 
than we Americans thought. 
7. He is \'ery sorry that you cannot go with us to the 
theater. 
8. Please sit down a minute. I should like to do so, but 
I must look for my sister who was to be here at a quarter 
to five. 
9. They want you to show them your new book. 
10. It is the one we used to read in our class. 
1 I. YOll must be hungry after your long walk. 
12. Yes, and we are very cold too: the weather has been 
bad for almost two weeks. 
13. Didw'tyou tell me that your father was better today? 
14. Yes, the doctor said he could go out for a short walk 
this afternoon. 
15. If I had had the time, I would have written you a 
long letter. 
V. Translate: 
Poco despues Pepe se presentaba en el comedor. 
Si almuerzas fuerte, Ie dijo Dofia Perfecta con carifioso 
acento, se te quitara la gana de comer. Aqul comemos ala 
una. Las modas del campo no te gustanin. 
-Me encantan, sefiora tia. 
-Pues di 10 que prefieres: (. almorzar fuerte ahora, 0 
to mar una cosa ligera para que resistas hasta la hora de 
comer? 
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-Escojo la cosa ligera para tener el gusto de comer con 
Uds.; y si en Villahorrenda hubiera encontrado algtin ali-
mento, nada tomarfa a esta hora. 
-Por sllpuesto, no necesito decirte que nos trates con 
toda franqueza. Aqui puedes mandar como si estuvieras 
en tu casa. 
-Gracias, tla. 
• 
-j Pues, como te pareces a tu padre! anadio la senora, 
contemplando al joven mientras este comia. Me pareceque 
estoy mirando a mi querido hermano Juan. Se ~entaba 
como te sientas tti. En el modo de mirar, sobre todo, sois 
como dos gotas de agua. 
Pepe la emprendio con el frugal desayuno. Las expre-
siones, asi como la actitud de su tia y prima, Ie infundian 
tal confianza, que se creta ya en su propia casa. 
-~ Sabes 10 que me decia Rosario est a manana? indico 
Dona Perfecta, fija la "ista en su sobrino. Pues me deda 
que tti, como hombre hecho a las pompas y etiquetas de la 
Corte y a las modas del extr .1Djero, no podnis soportar esta 
sencillez un poco rustica en que vivimos. 
-GALDOS: Dona Peifecta. 
SECOND YEAR SPANISH 
1. Dictation and oral work. 
II. (a) When are the cardinal numbers used in Spanish 
when the English uses the ordinals? 
(b) Write sentences showing some of the idiomatic 
uses of haber, fwcer and pOller. 
(c) Illustrate in sentences four uses of the subjunc-
tive in Spanish. 
(d) Give a synopsis (1st sing. of all simple tenses) of 
ofr. caer, caber, furir, tradllcir, elegir. 
III. (a) What are the peculiarities in conjugation of 
radical-changing verbs of the first class? Give len verbs of 
this class. 
• 
• 
'2 
-' 
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(b) Give the present subjunctive (1st sing.) of each 
of the following verbs: pedir, haber, salir, dar, ref,.. 
IV. Translale: 
I jnst heard that your friend John is going to leave for 
South America next summer. Yes, and I'm pretty sure of 
going along with him. Is that so? When do you expect 
to start ?-I don't know yet, but I finish my final examina-
tions on June 21st and there is a fine, big boat leaving New 
York on the following Saturday. -How long does it take to 
get there ?-About a week to Cartagena, they tell me. You 
remember that John is going to work in Peru and he wanted 
me to go along to see what sort of place it is.-There must 
be a lot of opportunities there, for I hear that they are be-
ginning to develop the copper mines.-You know our old 
schoolmate Carlos is in Buenos Aires. I just got a letter 
from him. He likes it pretty well, but I'm afraid he will 
soon return to the Veited States.-What's the trouble?-
Why, you see, he is in the office of an English firm where 
Englishmen generally get the best jobs. So he is beginning 
to feel that his chances of advancement are not what he had 
hooed for. That's too bad for him, bnt I should certainly 
• 
like to see him again on old Broadway. Give him my 
regards when you write and tell him I've been waiting a 
year and more for a letter from him. 
V. Trans/alt': 
En efecto, se decia Florencia, Daniel monta a caballo con 
frecuencia; nunca he sabido dande pasa las tardes. Muchas 
noches, la de ayer por ejemplo, se ha retirado de mi casa a 
las nue\"e. Nunca me ha ofrecido la relacian de su prima. 
Por olra parte, est a mujer que 10 sabe todo; que tiene a su 
servicio todos los medios que Ie sugiere su espfritu perverso 
para saber cnanto pasa y cnanto se dice en Buenos Aires; 
esta mujer que me ha hablado con tal seguridad ; que posee 
pruebas, segun me ha dicho. Esta mujer que no tiene 
ningun motivo para engafiarme y aborrecerme. j Oh, es 
• 
• 
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cierto, es cierto, Dios mlo! exclamaba Florencia. oprimi-
endo con una de sus manos su perfilada frente. cuyo color 
de rosa hUla y reapareda en cada segundo. Y su cabeza se 
perdia en un mar de recuerdos. de reflexiones y de dudas. 
MAR:\IOL: Amalia. 
Un jornalero intent6 quitarse la vida dos veces arrojan-
dose al rio, y otras tantas 10 impidi6 el molinero del lugar, 
echandose a nado para salvarle. Este desgraciado, decidido 
a terminar su carrera, se aprovech6 del momento en que 
crey6 que el otro no Ie veia, y fue a ahorcarse a la puerta 
del molino. El molinero Ie vi6, pero no quiso ya contrariar 
sus deseos, y Ie dej6 colgado. Algunas horas despues lleg6 
el amo. y viendo aquella desgracia. Ie pregunt6 por que 
habla dejado perecer aquel hombre a su vista.-Senor, 
respondi6, dos veces Ie he sacado del rio est a manana; y 
como estaba mojado de los pies a la cabeza, he crefdo que 
se habia puesto ahi para secarse. 
THIRD YEAR SPANISH 
1. Dictation and oral work. 
II. \Vrite a letter in Spanish to a friend describing your 
most interesting experiences of the past summer. 
III. Write a composition in Spanish on one of the follow-
ing topics: 
(a) Plans for national defense. 
(b) The Panama Canal in its relation to South American 
commerce. 
, 
(c) America and the submarine menace. 
(d) Cornell as a military university . 
IV. Translate idiomatically into the most suitable 
English: 
(a) i Quien supiera hacerlo ! 
(b) Se puso como la grana. 
(c) Llegado que hubo, se 10 dijo. 
• 
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Cd) Se murio por ella. 
Ce) No es mucho que 10 diga ~lla. 
Cf) Echo la llave a la puerta. 
(g) Tomaron las de Villadiego. 
(h) Lo hicieron todo en un quftame alIa esas pajas. 
(i) En esa casa pasamos las de Cain. -
(j) Donde fueres, haz 10 que vieres. 
V. Translate: 
The first day of school! Everyone can remember with 
what excitement, enthusiasm and fear we greeted those 
eventful days in the long ago. It meant rising earlier, 
books hunted out of their places of long retirement, faces 
washed and hair combed, and dinner-baskets. The first day 
was always the beginning of a new era to the little folks 
who had never experienced the actual coming into contact 
with a school teacher; the older children had discovered 
that the teachers were just men and women of like passions 
as themsel\'es. Howe\'er, the child that has never known 
the luxury of an old country school house, in the edge of 
the woods, or near a creek, the big playground, the coveted 
joy of "passing the \yater to the school" on a hot day, 
may have enjoyed superior training in the stately graded 
schools. fully equipped with the latest methods of teaching; 
sliding down the fire escape, etc.: but he has missed a 
chapter in life which nothing can duplicate. 
VI. Translate: • 
Ttl sabes que en mis horas de tedio 0 de malestar. tenia 
la costumbre de abandonar la ciudad, y tomando un carrua-
je 0 el tren me dirigia a disfrutar del cielo, del aire y de 
los perfumes virgenes de la naturaleza. 
Consecuente con esa mi costumbre, acabo de salir de 
Santiago, y heme aqui entre los bafiistas de · Apoquindo, 
sentado comodamente en el comedor del hotel y fumando mi 
pipa. Al frente se extiende una cadena de montafias, en 
cuyas cumbres empiezan a acumularse las nieves. A su 
• 
• 
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pie se descubren, medio velados por la bruma, los edificios 
de Santiago. El terreno forma una hondonada, que se 
levanta suavemente hasta la meseta en que esta la casa de 
banos, apoyada en los cerros que Ie suministran las aguas de 
sus bulliciosas vertientes. En esta hondonada hay algunas 
pobres chozas, precedidas de pequenos jardines, plantados 
para atender al alimento de las abejas )' ofrecerles materia 
prima para sus trabajos. Un camino, abierto a traves de las 
ondulaciones del terreno, ostenta a uno y otro lado las cercas 
de algunas propiedades, formadas por espinos raq ufticos, eu-
caliptus perfumados, verdes nogales y lustrosos olivares. 
De trecho en trecho algunos alamos gigantescos cubiertos 
de amarillentas hojas que se desprenden y vuelan, se arre-
molinan y descienden cual si fueran las mariposas del 
invierno perseguidas por las brisas heladas de los altos 
Andes. 
Santiago Estrada. 
HISTORY A-ANCIENT HISTORY 
In each answer give dates. 
PART I 
(Required) 
I. Sketch the Ii ves of any two of the following persons, 
selecting one from group (a) and one from group (b), and 
show, where possible, in what ways their lives affected their 
own and later times: 
(a) Themistocles, Socrates, Pericles, Euripides; (b) 
Gaius Gracchus, Vergil, Constantine, Genseric. 
PART II 
(Answer one question) 
2. Give an outline of the political history of Egypt from 
the 18th Dynasty to the Roman Conquest. 
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3. Indicate the causes, chief events, and effects of the 
Peloponnesian War. 
4. Describe the leading systems of writing in vogue in 
the ancient world. 
PART III ' 
e A nswer one question) 
5. Sketch the development of the Athenian Empire. 
6. How did Sparta differ from Athens in its relations to 
its allies? 
. 
7. Compare the democracy of Athens with that of 
Rome. 
PART IV 
(A nswer one question) 
8. Give an account of the First Punic War. What 
were the causes that led Rome into a conflict with Carthage? 
9. Sketch the character of Augustus. Illustrate his 
policy as a statesman. 
10. What were the effects of the German Invasions (a) 
upon Rome, (b) upon the invaders? 
PART V 
(Required) 
I I. Select any two of the following topics and discuss 
each with some degree of fullness: (a) Homer; (b) the 
Parthenon; (c) The Roman Poets; (d) The condition of 
slaves in Greece and Rome; (e) Rome and Belgium. 
PART VI 
(Required) 
12. Write brief notes on four of the following terms, 
showing that you have definite knowledge of their origin: 
oligarchy, triumvirate, ostracism, plebeians, symposium, 
Academy, praetor. 
• 
• 
• 
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PART VII 
(Required) 
13. On the map: 
(a) Shade the land acquired by Rome in the year 
146 B. C. 
(b) Bound the Persian Empire at the end of the reign 
of Cambyses. 
(c) Locate and name seven of the following places: 
The capital of the Hittites; the greatest commercial city 
of Phoenicia; the capital of Sennacherib; a city captured 
by Nebuchadnezzar; the place of Philip's victory over 
Greece; site of the last battle in the Peloponnesian War; 
the greatest Greek colony in Sicily; the place of the battle 
between Caesar and Pompey; three important cities in 
Egypt; the capital of Phrygia. 
MEDIEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY 
I. Where have you studied this subject? 
2. How long? 
, 
3. With what text-book or text-books? 
4. What else have you read on the subject? 
GROUP I 
(Answer t<£'o questions) 
I. Name the Germanic peoples who settled in the Roman' 
Empire, telling what you can of the route of each, the 
region of their final settlement, and the methods by which 
they mastered and governed the peoples they found there. 
2. How did the empire of Charles the Great (Charle-
magne) go to pieces? Into what pieces? Who were the 
Normans, the Saracens,-the Hungarians; and what part 
had each in its dissolution? 
• 
• 
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3· \\'hat territories were governed by Charles the Bold 
of Burgundy? To what great-grandson did most of them 
pas~ , and what other lands did that prince inherit? 
• 
GROl"P II 
(Answer one question) 
I. \Vhat was the Civil Law? What the Canon Law? 
either? In what courts How did Feudal Law differ from 
was each used, and for what sorts of cases? 
:2. What was au Archbishop? What was a Cardinal? 
How in theory was a Bishop chosen? Who else in fact 
had often a part in the choice? 
GROUP III 
(Answer both questions) 
I. Locate on the map Rhodes, Austrasia,-Muscovy,-
Flauders ,-Apulia, Aragon.- Palermo,-Uri,-Brittany, 
-Constance. State in your paper the situation of each, 
and tell something YOU have learned of it in medieval or 
modern historv. 
-
2. Mark on the map. 
a) The Elbe, Loire, Po, Meuse, Garonne, Weser, and 
Scheidt. 
b) The names and boundaries of the lands gained by 
France after the Italian War of 1859, and the 
lands lost by France after the Franco-Prussian 
\Var. 
c) The name and location of five of .the following 
places: a free city of the present German Em-
pire; birthplace of Napoleon I; capital of Pied-
mont; the meeting-place of the great European 
Congress of 1815; capital of Bohemia; Verdun. 
Rheims, Soissons, Chateau-Thierry. 
• 
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GROUP 1\' 
(Answer on~ question. ) 
39 
(I) State the date and the historical importance of five 
of the following events in the religious wars: 
Battle of Kappel, Peace of Augsburg, Edict of 
Nantes, Union of Utrecht, Battle of Liitzen, Peace 
of Westphalia? 
(2 ) Write an account of the reign of Louis XIV, describ-
ing the work of three of his most important minis-
ters and the conduct of his last war. 
GROUP V 
• 
(Answer h ... o questions) 
(I) Why is England so strongly opposed to any great 
Continental power gaining possession of Holland 
and Belgium? On what occasions have these 
motives led England to take part in Continental 
wars? 
(2) Why were France and Prussia at war in 1757, in 
1792, and in 1870? Does the war between France 
and Germany which began in 19I..t concern any 
question that appeared in these earlier wars? If 
so, what? 
(3) What did the term Kingdom of the Netherlands 
mean in the period 1815-1830? What has it 
meant since 1830? Distinguish between the 
United Netherlands and the Spanish Netherlands 
in the year 1600. Who is the great hero in the 
history of the Netherlands and why is he a hero? 
AMERICAN HISTORY AND CIVICS 
In what school did you study American History and 
Civics? How many weeks? How many hours a week? 
What text-book did you use? What books in addition to 
the text-book were used? 
• 
I 
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AMERICAN HISTORY 
GROUP I. (Answer two questions) 
I. Discuss the physical features of the region between 
the Appalachian System and the Atlantic Coast with refer-
ence to their influence upon the early settlements and upon 
the westward expansion of the settled areas. 
2. Give an account of the settlement of Maryland, from 
163.'3. with reference to the grant, to the form of govern-
ment, relative proportions of Catholics and Protestants, and 
to any other significant facts in the history of the colony 
before 1776. 
3. What part was played by the Dutch in the early 
history of America? What places did they settle? What 
customs or institutions did they introduce? 
GROUP II. (Answer two questions.) 
I. Write something of significance about the following 
persons :-Roger Williams, Mrs. Anne Hutchinson, John 
Cotton, Sir Edmund Andros, George Calvert. 
2. In what colonies did slavery exist to any considerable 
extent at the time of the Revolution? When and under 
what circumstances was it introduced into America? What 
was the attitude of the Quakers toward it? When did 
slavery begin to disappear in the region north of Maryland? 
3. What was manufactured in the colonies in the decade 
before the Revolution? What were the principal articles of 
ocean commerce and with whom was the exchange made? 
GROUP III. (Answer one question.) 
I. Discuss the Loyalists of the American Revolution. 
From what classes did they come? How were they treated 
during and after the Revolution? Is there a different 
opinion now as to their merits? 
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2. Discuss Benjamin Franklin with reference to the 
Revolution. What services did he render the cause of in-
dependence 1775-1783 ? 
3. Mention with brief comment, and in their order, the 
events of 1763-1776, which led to the Declaration of Inde-
pendence. 
GROUP IV. (Answer one question.) 
I. Discuss the Jacksonian Period (1820.185°) with refer-
ence to social changes, new methods in politics, and any 
other matters illustrative of the times. 
2. Describe the origin of the Republican party after 1854. 
What political elements were joined to make the party? 
What position was taken in regard to slavery? 
CIVICS 
(Answer two questions.) 
I. What is the compact theory of the Constitution as set 
out by Hayne in the Webster-Hayne debate in 1830? How 
was this answered by Webster? Are there survivals of 
their opposing views in the minds of men today? Explain. 
2. What was the influence of Chief Justice John Marshall, 
1801-1835, upon the development of the Constitution of 
the United States? 
3. Mention the several respects in which Federal legisla-
tion looking to a more effective prosecution of the present 
war surpasses similar iegislation during the Civil War. 
4. What are the arguments against the convention for 
the purpose of nominating candidates? What are the weak 
points of the direct primaries? 
• 
• 
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ENGLISH HISTORY 
NOTE. F<?r I unit of credit. answer three questions from Group I 
and two questions from Group II. For Yz unit of credit, answer four 
questions from either Group. Give dates where,·er possible. 
- -- ~ --... . 
GROUP I 
I. Give an account of the introduction of Christianity 
into England. What was the Synod of Whitby and what 
its results? 
2. Describe the Danish invasions and conquest of Eng-
land. 
3. Describe a typical manor of a period before 1400 A. D. 
4. What were the causes of the Hundred Years War? 
Trace its course subsequent to the Treaty of Bretigny, and 
gi \'e its results. 
5. Give brief accounts of: (a) Ethelred II; (b) King 
Stephen; (c) Wat Tyler; (d) Chancer; (e) Wiclif. 
GROUP II 
6. Give an account of the reign of Henry VII. 
7. What were the causes of the strife between Elizabeth 
and Mary, Queen of Scots? Trace its course and show its 
importance. 
8. What were the aims and what the achievements of the 
foreign policy of the Protectorate? 
9. Give the immediate antecedents of the present war; 
the causes of Great Britain's entrance into it ; and estimate 
the importance of the part Great Britain is playing in it. 
10. Give brief accounts of : (a) Drogheda; (b) Trial of 
the Seven Bishops; (c) Titus Oates; (d) Corn Laws; 
(e) Kitchener of Khartoum. 
\ 
• 
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ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA 
I. Factor into simplest factors: 
a) 8A 2 + 23AB - 382 ; 
b) ax3 + 1 + a + x ; 
c) Xl2 _ y12 . 
• 
2 . At what time between five and six o'clock are the 
hands of the clock together? 
3. Simplify 
4. Simplify 
5. Solve 
../ 3 + 5../12 
../27+ 3../75 
a a 
_ --:: - .. 0 ·-
a-b a+b 
b a + _. . 0 
a-b a+b 
.r' + ,1'2 = 28 
e _ 
X - ::!) ' + 5 = o. 
6. A field is twice as fang as it is wide and increasing its 
length by 20 rods and its width by 30 rods increases its 
area by 2200 square rods. What are the dimensions of the 
field? 
-
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 
I. Express 
as a single fraction in its lowest terms. 
2. Find the value of 
3· Expand and simplify (2 x 2 - 3~Y. 
, 
, 
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, 
4. The weight of an iron sphere varies as the cube of its 
diameter. If a solid sphere 6 inches in diameter weighs 
30 lbs., how much will a hollow spherical shell weigh if its 
outside diameter is 6 in. and the diameter of the inside 
hollow is 4 in. 
s. Find the sum of 12 terms of the geometrical progression 
~- . ~2+.!.+ 2 +:.+ .......... . 
18 9 9 ~2 9 
6. It took a number of men as many days to build a side-
walk as there were men, but had there been three more 
workmen employed the work would have been done in four 
days. How many men were employed? 
ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 
I. Factor into simplest factors: 
a) 8 A' + 23 AB - 3 B'; 
b) axs + I + a + x ; 
, 
c) XU _ y12. 
2, At what time between five and six o'clock are the 
hands of a clock together? 
4. The weight of an iron sphere varies as the cube of its 
diameter. If a solid sphere 6 inches in diameter weighs 
30 lbs., how much will a hollow spherical shell weigh if its 
outside diameter is 6 inches and the diameter of the inside 
hollow is 4 inches? 
5. Find the sum of 12 terms of the geometrical progres-
. ~2 I 2 2 S10n + - + - _ + - + . . . . . . .. . 
18 9 9 ~ 2 9 
. , 
, 
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6. It took a numher of men as many days to build a side-
walk as there were men, but had there been three more 
workmen employed the work would have been done in four 
days. How many men were employed? 
7· Expand and simplify (2X2 - 3~r. 
ADVANCED ALGEBRA 
I. Simplify 
• 
2. In how many ways can ten books be arranged on a 
shelf if three of them, specially bound, are to be kept 
together? ' 
3· Verify the fact that x = I + ./ - 4 is a solution of 
the equation 3x~ - 7X2 + I7x - 5 = o. Give another root 
of this equation. 
4. Solve the following pair of equations 
x (6 - x + x 2 ) = Y + x S, 
x
2 
= 3(2X + y). 
How many solutions do you get? 
5. Find the value of the determinant 
1 234 5 6 
I 2 3 4 5 0 
I 2 3 400 
I 2 300 0 
I 200 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 
• 
• 
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6. A wall .3 ft. high is 8 ft. away from a tall building . A 
ladder IS feet long rests on top of the wall, and has its 
upper end against the building and its foot on the ground 
outside the wall. How far is the foot of the ladder from 
the wall? Find two solutions. 
PLANE GEOMETRY 
I. A segment is cut from a circle whose radius is 5 feet 
by a chord whose length is 6 feet. Find the length of the 
perpendicular to the chord from the middle point of the 
arc of the segment. 
2. The area of a trapezoid is equal to one-half the pro-
duct of its altitude and the sum of its bases. 
3. If two triangles have an angle of one equal to an 
angle of the other and the including sides proportional, the 
triangles are similar. 
4-. Find the locus of the third vertex of a triangle, given 
two vertices and the size of the angle at the unknown 
vertex. 
5. A line joining the midpoints of two sides of a triangle 
is parallel to the t hi rd side. 
6. The three altitudes of a triangle meet in a point . 
7. Construct a triangle whose 
given quadrilateral. 
• 
area is equal to that of a 
SOLID GEOMETRY 
I. If two angles, not in the same plane, have their sides 
respectively parallel and lying on the same side of the line 
joining their vertices, the angles are equal, and their planes 
are parallel. 
• 
• 
• 
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2. Between two lines not lying in the same plane, one 
and only one common perpendicular can be drawn. 
3. Find the volume generated by an equilateral triangle 
with sides two inches long, which is revolved about a line 
in its plane through one vertex and perpendicular to one of 
the sides through that vertex. 
4. On a certain sphere an equilateral spherical triangle 
has an area of 4 square feet. Each angle of the spherical 
triangle is 65 degrees. Find the radius and volume of the 
sphere. 
5. Find the volume of a right circular cylinder if its alti-
tude is 2 ft. and its total surface is 57r sq. ft. 
, 
6. How far from the vertex of a right circular cone, alti-
tude H, should a plane be passed in order to divide the 
lateral area into two equal parts? 
PLANE TRIGONOMETRY 
I. Find the radius of a circle inscribed in an equilateral 
, 
triangle whose perimeter is 36 in. 
2. Derive the formula for cos (A + B), when A and B 
and A + B are positive angles less than 90°. 
3. Prove the identity 
sin'A - sin2 B = sin (A + B) sin (A - B). 
4. (a) Give the definition of logarithm. 
(b) Find log, 25, log, (0.2). log, (0.04), without 
using tables. . 
5· Two railroad tracks cross at an angle of 75°. On one 
of them a train running at 30 mi. per hr. passes the junction 
• 
• 
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at 12 o'clock. A train running at 40 mi. per hr. on the 
other track passes the junction at 12.05 o'clock. How far 
apart are the two trains at 12.20 o'clock? 
6. Find all the values of x between 0 and 360 degrees 
. 
which satisfy the equation 
2 cos'X + 3 sin x = 3. 
7. A is an acute angle and A + B = 180°. tan B = - 2. 
Find sin A • without llsing tables. 
2 
• 
SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY 
I. Given a spherical triangle ABC, tell what is meant 
by its polar triangle .-1' B' C. Show now that ABC is the 
polar of A' B' C. 
2. Derive the theorem of cosines for oblique spherical 
triangles. 
3. Prove 
. 1 
sm -
2 
B= 
-----:----- ---- -
sin (s - a) sin (s - c) 
-- • • • 
sm C sIn a 
4. A ship sails along the arc of a great circle which passes 
due east through Boston (lat. 42° 21' N.; long. 72° 4' W.). 
If its rate is 16 knots per hr., find its lat. and loug. 48 hours 
after leaving Boston. 
5. If in a right spherical triangle b = 2 a, prove that 
cos C = 2 coss a - cos a. 
6. Find the length of the side ~ of a spherical triangle 
with A = 60°, B = 80°, C = 100°. 
• 
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PLANE AND SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY 
I 
t. (a) Give the definition of a logarithm. 
(b) Find log, 25; log, (0.2); log6 (0.04); without 
using tables. 
2. Derive the theorem of cosines for oblique spherical 
triangles. 
3. Prove the identity 
sin 2 A - sin' B = sin (.-/ + B) sin (A - B). 
4. A ship sails along the arc of a great circle which 
passes due east through Boston (lat. 42° 21' N.; long. 72° 
4' W.). If its rate is 16 knots per hour, find its lat. and 
long. 48 hours after leaving Boston. 
5. If in a right spherical triangle b = 2a, prove that 
cos C = 2 cos3 a - cos a. 
6. Find all the values of x between 0 and 360 degrees 
which satify the equation • 
2 cos' X + 3 sin x = 3. 
PHYSICS 
GROUP A 
Answer two questions from this group. 
I. A body, starting from rest, moves with uniformly 
accelerated motion. If it moves 800 ft. in 8 sec., what is 
its average velocity for that time? What velocity does it 
have at the end of 8 sec.? What is its acceleration? 
2. State the energy transformations that occur when a 
• 
trolley car, under partial control by means of brakes, coasts 
down an incline with accelleration. What is meant by 
mechanical advantage, mechanical efficieucy? Illustrate 
your answers by reference to a movable pulley . 
• 
• 
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3. If a pressure gauge attached to a water faucet reads 
80 pounds per sq. in., how high is the top of the water in 
the supplying reservoir above the faucet? One cubic foot 
of water weighs 62.5 pounds. About how high can a 
" suction" pump raise mercury from a vessel exposed to 
the atmosphere? Why not higher? 
GROUP B 
Answer three questions from this group. 
4. Explain the nature of heat transfer (I) when one end 
of a rod is heated by holding the other end in a flame, (2) 
when one burns his face in front of a fire place fire. 
5. Describe fully one experiment you have performed in 
heat for the measurement of some physical quantity. 
Show carefully how the observed data were llsed to de-
termine the final result. State what precautions should be 
taken in this experiment to avoid errors. 
6. Describe the Bunsen photometer and tell how it is 
used to determine the candle power of some sonrce of light. 
Show by diagram how a spectrum may be obtained. Why 
does a piece of red cloth look red when it is illuminated by 
white light? How would the same cloth look when illu-
minated by blue light? Explain. 
7. Show by diagram the nature of the vibration when a 
stretched string is sounding its fundamental, its first over-
tone. What relation exists between the frequencies of 
vibration in these two cases. If sound travels 1100 ft. per 
sec., what is the wave length of a sound wave having 
a frequency of 500 vibrations per sec.? 
GROUP C 
Answer two questiotls from this group. 
8. What is an electroscope? Given a.n electroscope, 
charged positively, explain how it could be used to de-
termine the sign of an unknown charge. Why does a 
positively charged rod attract an uncharged conductor? 
• 
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9. Ten, 25 watt lamps are conn~cted in parallel to a 
power circuit across the terminals of which is maintained a 
potential difference of 110 volts. Find the cost of operating 
these lamps for 90 hours at 10 cents per kilowatt-hour. 
What is the resistance of one of these lamps? What current 
would flow thru 5 of these lamps if they were connected in 
series across this same circuit? 
10. What determines the magnitude of an ind uced electro-
motive force? Why is a commutator a necessary part of a 
direct current generator? Explain. 
CHEMISTRY 
(Entrance credit in chemistry does not carry with it University 
credit in any course in chemistry in Cornell University. Applicants 
for University credit in Introductory Inorganic Chemistry, Course I, 
who have received permission from :\Ir. Hoy, should take the examin-
ation for University credit also being held in this room . ) 
Answer eight questions on!.)'. 
(Atomic Weights: H= I, C= 12,0= 16, Ca = 40). 
I. Define in your own words, and illustrate any ten of 
the following terms: (a) Acid, (b) Molecular Weight, 
(c) Atom, (d) Ion, (e) Fractional Distillation, (f) Efflor-
escence, (g) Hydrocarbon, (h) Electrolysis, (i) Sublima-
tion, (j) Polymer, (k) Element. 
II. Describe, with sketch, an experiment by means of 
which it may be shown that, 
(a) carbon dioxide is heavier than air, and does 
not support combustion; 
(b) water is formed by the combustion of dry 
hydrogen; 
(c) Hydrogen may be obtained by decomposition 
of water; 
(d) hydrogen 
support combustion. 
• 
is lighter than air, and does not 
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III. Write empirical and structural formulas for any five 
of the following substances: ammonia, calcium carbonate, 
bismuth nitrate, potassium perchlorate, arsenic trisulphide, 
cupric sulphate, ammonium chloride. 
Name any five of the substances represented by the fol-
lowing formulas: CaS(PO')2 BaSO" KClO~, AsHa, H 3AsO" 
NaHCO" CaC~. 
IV. Complete and balance each of the equations indicated 
below, using symbols or formulas throughout: 
(a) ammonium hydroxide + hydrogen chloride = 
(b) calcium hydroxide + carbon dioxide = 
(c) silver nitrate + sodium bromide = 
(d) chlorine + sodium iodide = 
(e) sodium chloride + (conc.) sulphuric acid + 
manganese dioxide (heated) = 
(f) nitric oxide + oxygen = 
'(g) methane + oxygen (ignited) = 
(h) sodium carbonate + silicon dioxide (heated) = 
(i) lead nitrate + hydrogen sulphide = 
( j) sodium nitrate + (conc.) sulphuric acid 
(heated) = 
V. Describe briefly commercial methods for the prepara-
tion of any five of the following products: (a) charcoal, 
(b) soap, (c) bleaching powder, Cd) ammonia, (e) carbo-
rundum, (f) sulphuric acid, (g) water gas, (h) pig iron. 
VI. What is meant by the term Fixation of Nitrogen? 
Describe anyone of the commercial processes used 
for this purpose. 
Give two important uses of the product obtained. 
VII. State Boyle's Law and the Law of Charles. What 
would be the effect upon the volume of a given sample of 
gas, of (a) doubling the pressure, (b) reducing the pressure 
to one-third of its original value, (c) raising the tempera-
ture from 0 0 to 910 C? 
• 
, 
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What volume of carbon dioxide gas, measured under 
standard conditions, would be liberated by treatment of roo 
grams of calcium carbonate with hydrochloric acid? 
VIII. How may ozone be prepared? 
What are the properties of ozone? 
What energy change takes place during the forma-
tion of ozone? 
Name two uses to which ozone is put. 
In what principal forms does sulphur • occur ItJ 
nature? 
How is sulphur obtained commercially in this 
country? 
IX. Name five substances, in the manufacture of which 
a knowledge of chemistry is required, that are of import-
ance in connection with the war, and tell what you can of 
the uses to which they are put. 
BOTANY 
J. Explain how the structure of leaves is related to their 
function. 
2. Mention and describe briefly different parts of plants 
which are used as storage organs. 
3. Mention advantages secured by (a) vegetative repro-
duction of plants, (b), reproduction by seed. 
4. By what characters are dicotyledons distinguished 
from monocotyledons? 
5· What is meant by Alternation of Generations? De-
scribe the life cycle of a fern. 
6. Mention the characters by which bryophytes are dis-
tinguished from pteridophytes, and those by which pteri-
dophytes are distinguished from spermatophytes. 
7· Explain the statement that certain flowering plants 
are more highly specialized than others. Mention flowering 
, 
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plants belonging to fi\'e different families and arrange them 
according to the degree of their specialization. 
8. Mention some of the causes of plant diseases and the 
way in which the diseases affect the plant. 
9. Give a detailed description of some important physi-
ological process in a plant and describe an experiment by 
which the process may be demonstrated, giving drawings of 
the apparatus employed in the experiment. 
10. Select five seeds and describe the mechanism by 
which they are in each case distributed. 
ZOOLOGY 
For I unit answer all questions. For one-half unit 
answer any five. 
I. What is respiration in animals? Explain the mode of 
respiration in each of the following: ameba, hydra, earth 
worm, crayfish, perch, frog, and rabbit. 
2. Make and label a diagram showing all of the external 
structures of a fish or a turtle. 
3. Describe the mode of locomotion of each of the follow-
ing: fish, frog, squirrel, bird, snake, and flying squirrel. 
Explain how each is adapted to its particular mode. 
4. Explain how the turtle differs from the frog in method 
of development_ 
5. What means of protection has each of the following 
animals: ameba, hydra, earth worm, clam, crayfish, house 
fly. and porcupine? 
6. Name the parts of the alimentary canal of any back-
boned animal and explain the functions of each in the 
process of digestion. 
• 
• 
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7. Describe the structure and habits of some protozoan 
you have actually studied with the microscope. Make and 
label a diagram. 
S. Name the appendages of the crayfish and mention the 
function of each. 
BIOLOGY 
State briefly what biological subjects you have studied, 
with what proportion of recitation and laboratory work and 
for what periods. Any laboratory books or other work 
done in such courses may be submitted as supplemental to 
the answers to be written to the following questions. . 
Answer any tell questions, including two from each Group. 
GROUP I. 
I. Name 5 great biologists of the past, 2 English, I Ger-
man, I French, J American. Give approximate date of 
activity and field of work. 
2. Name 5 birds native of this country (two of which to 
be aquatic or semiaquatic). Mention the food of each and 
state method of securing this food. 
3. Make a labelled drawing of a side view of a frog, in- · 
dicating the position of the alimentary canal and its 
appendages. 
GROUP 2. 
I. Discuss the interrelations of flowers and insects. De-
fine parasite, saprophite. 
2. Define protoplasm. Draw a typical plant cell labelling 
all parts. 
3· Describe the proper method of canning fruit and give 
reasons for using the method described. 
GROUP 3. 
I. Define dicotyledon, family, genus, gymnosperm. De-
scribe and illustrate the structure of the flower of one of the 
leguminous plants. 
• 
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2. Distinguish between homology and analogy. Give 
examples. 
3. Name and give the differential characters of 4 classes 
of arthropods. 
GROUP 4. 
I. Describe and sketch the reproductive organs of the 
moss or chara. Describe the manner of fertilization. 
2. Compare the blood of an invertebrate (e.g. earthworm) 
with that of a mammal as to composition and function. 
3. Illustrate by diagrams the cellular structure of an 
earthworm. Describe its mode of increase. 
GROUP 5. 
I. Where does a plant get its nitrogenous food? Explain 
the process of photosynthetic assimilation. What is formed 
as a result of the process? What conditions are necessary? 
2. What nutrients are contained in crackers and cheese? 
In \\'hat part of the alimentary canal and by what digestive 
fluids is each of these nutrients largely digested? 
3. Describe the breathing of a clam. State what gases 
are exchanged in this process and explain the necessity for 
this exchange. 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
For full unit of credit anS'ii'(r all qu(stions. 
For half unit ans'W(r I, I, 6, 7, 8. 
I. Describe the Till Slzee! or Ground il/orai1l( of the Con-
tinental Glaciers; making clear its difference in form and 
composition from that of Terminal Moraines and Outwash 
Plains. 
• 
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2. (a) Explain why the northwest Pacific Coast of North 
America, to the sonth of the Aleutian Islands, has a very 
wet and equable climate. 
(b) Define equable clima It' , fnlly and clearly. 
3. (a) Why have Eartlzquake IVaves such great height 
where they ad\'ance on low coasts? 
(b) How do they differ in origin and occurrence from 
a Tidal Bore? 
4. What is meant by an Escarpment? Show the form of 
an escarpment by a diagrammatic sketch. How do .1fesas 
differ from escarpments in form? 
5. (a) Why, and under what conditions in the normal 
development of a river valley, are Flood Plains formed in its 
lower course? 
(b) Why does the out flowing stream from a lake only 
slowly cut down the le\'el of the outlet? 
6. (a) Distinguish between a C)'clolle and a Tornado. 
(b) Why does rain or snow usually fall in the south-
eastern quadrant of a .. Lo,,' " ? . 
7. (a) What is a Contour Lille on a map? (b) What 
is meant by Contour Interval? (c) Illustrate your defini-
tions of the above by making a sketch contour map showing 
a gorge valley cut in the slope of a long ridge. 
S. (a) What is Quart::; ~) (b) What istheorigin of most 
Sand, that is, what is the material of the little grains and 
whence does it come? (c) How does Granite differ from 
. Limestone in resistance to weathering? 
BOOKKEEPING 
For one-half unit allS7C'er questions I-I inclusive; for one 
unit ans,cer all questions. 
I. (a) What is the function of the journal? Of the 
ledger? 
• 
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(b) Name and define four kinds of accounts which 
are found in a double entry ledger. 
2 . Write aud post the journal entries for the following 
transactions: 
(a) Invest $1,000 in cash. 
(b) Buy an office desk for $125 from the Broadway 
Furniture Company and pay cash on account $50. 
(c) Pay rent in advance for one month $50. 
(d) Draw for personal use $25 cash . 
(e) Buy $500 worth of merchandise on account from 
Adams & Co. 
(f) Sell $75 of merchandise for cash . 
(g) Return to Adams & Co. $50 worth of merchandise 
which is unsatisfactory. 
(h) Pay Adams & Co. $200 on account. 
(i) Pay wages for one week $l8. 
(j) Sell J. Jones $100 worth of merchandise and re-
ceive $50 on account. 
3. From the following facts determine by opening the 
necessary accounts the gross merchandise profit for the 
month of January. Goods on hand Jan. 1, $1,580; Pur-
chases during January, $l ,600; Freight in on Purchases 
$82.50; Purchases returned $75; Sales $2,125; Sales re-
turned $l25; Goods on hand January 31, $1,400. 
4. (a) On January I an insurance premium of $50 is paid 
for one year's insurance on a stock of goods. On March 
31st the books are closed. Show the insurance account at 
the latter date . 
(b) The net profit for the quarter is $250. Show how 
this fact appears in the ledger accounts concerned. 
s. From the following trial balance and supplementary 
information, prepare a Profit and Loss and a Financial 
Statement: 
, 
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TRIAL BALANCE A. B. COMPA~Y 
DECEMBER 31. 1916 
Land and Buildings __________ _ $6.000 00 
Furniture and Fixtures _______ _ 1.25° 00 
Inventory. January I. 1916 ____ _ 17.500 00 
Accounts Receivable __________ _ 14.576 15 
Cash _____ ~ ___________________ _ 1,475 80 
Good-wilL ___________________ _ 7,500 00 
Mortgage on lands and buildings $4,000 00 
Accounts Payable _____________ _ 6 ,469 78 
Bills Payable _________________ _ 7,024 41 
Reserve for Bad:Debts ________ _ 400 00 
General Expense _____________ _ 2, L12 76 
Travelling Expenses __________ _ 2,260 84 
Advertising __________________ _ 769 24 
Salaries ___________ ' ___________ _ 5.420 00 
Taxes ________________________ _ 287 40 
Commissions ____ _____________ _ 10,341 00 
Purchases __________________ . __ 49.456 58 
Purchases DiscounL __________ _ 587 39 
Sales ________________________ _ 56,900 17 
Sales Discount _______________ _ 2,083 98 
A. CapitaL __ . ________________ _ 12,500 00 
B. CapitaL ___________________ _ 12,500 00 
$IJO,7 22 75 $110,722 75 
SUPPLEMENTARY FACTS. 
Depreciation on Land and Buildings is 3/c , Furniture and Fixtures 
2 %. Total allowance for Bad Debts shoul«] be 5 ~f" , Inventories: 
Merchandise $18,000. Commissions due us $260. Unpaid interest on 
mortgage $60. Unpaid taxes $32. Stationery and stamps on hand, 
$68. Advertising expense prepaid $75, 
GENERAL AGRICULTURE 
For one-half unit answer an)' five questions, for one umt 
answer ten questions, 
- --
I. What is meant by II field crops"? Legumes? Small 
fruits? Give two or more examples of each, 
, 
, 
I 
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2. What are some of the leading" cash crops" raised in 
New York? Is silage corn considered a cash crop? Why? 
,). What are I I crop rotations"? Outline a crop rotation 
that includes a legume; one without a legume. 
4. What are the chief differences in conformation between 
dairy and beef types of cattle? Name several breeds of 
each type. 
5. What are the leading branches of the dairy industry? 
6. What are the leading sources of revenue, from the 
poultry industry? Into what two main classes are the 
breeds of hens divided? Name a leading breed in each 
class. 
7. Locate three important peach-growing regions in the 
United States; two leading orange regions; two apple 
• 
regIOns. 
8. Describe methods used (a) to determine, (b) to cor-
rect II sourness" or "acidity" in soils. 
9. Name three states in to the corn belt." Name one 
state where spring wheat is extensively grown and one 
where winter wheat is extensively grown? 
.10. Name three tillage implements. Name four harvest. 
ing implements. 
1 I. Name three important breeds of (a) sheep and (b) 
• 
• 
swme. 
12. Name any region with which you an~ familiar and 
give the usual yields per acre of five crops commonly grown 
there. Also give the approximate time of planting and 
approximate time of harvesting each of these crops. 
DRAWING 
Two examinations are given, one in freehand drawing 
and one in mechanical drawing. Applicants may take 
either. or by special arrangement may take both. The ex-
amination will be given and judged On the assumption that 
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those taking it have had approximately IS0 actual hours 
of instruction and practice for each Yz credit point desired. 
One (I) point is the maximum credit allowed in the subject. 
It will be an advantage to candidates taking the examina-
tion to present samples of their work, and a teacher's state-
ment showing time and proficiency. 
FREEEHAND DRAWING 
For this examination the applicant is required to make a 
pencil sketch of an object or group of object:". The objects 
used may be geometrical blocks with straight and curved 
lines and curved surfaces, simple pieces of pottery. furniture, 
or models with simple lines and surfaces. The purpose of 
the examination is to test the ability of the applicant to 
draw accurately and sympathetically just what he sees. 
Shading mayor may not be required. 
MECHANICAL DRAWI'IG 
Questions may call for instrumental drawing of geometric 
constructions, orthographic and isometric projection, ob-
lique section anci intersection of solids, surface develop-
ments, etc., and working drawings of machine details, as 
bolts, nuts, pulleys, gears, variollS simple castings, etc. 
Data for the problems in any given examination will be 
furnished in the form of descriptive text, sketches, or photo-
graphs with dimensions marked or stated. 
MANUAL TRAINING 
Examinations will be offered in woodworking, forging, 
foundry work, and machine work. To satisfy the entrance 
requirement the applicant must have performed not less 
than 300 homs of actual work in the subjects in -which the 
examination is taken. Candidates must present a teacher's 
statement of the time actually spent in the work and of the 
proficiency attained therein . 
• 
• 
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SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATIO:\f PAPERS 
ENGLISH 
PART I-Answer all/our questions. 
How sleep the brave who sink to rest 
By all their country's wishes blest! 
When Spring, with dewy fingers cold, 
Returns to deck their hallowed mould, 
She there shall dress a sweeter sod 
Than Fancy's feet have ever trod . 
• 
By fairy hands their knell is rung; 
By forms unseen their dirge is sung; 
There Honour comes, a pilgrim grey, 
To bless the turf that wraps their clay; 
And Freedom shall a while repair, 
To dwell, a weeping hermit, there! 
I, a. Point out, in a single paragraph, some literary ex-
cellences in the poem above. 
b. Explain the poet's meaning in lines 3-6 (when-
trod). 
2. Write a composition four or five pages in length on 
one of the following topics: 
My work during the past summer. 
War-time restrictions. 
The stories of Irving (or of Hawthorne). 
What I have learned by collecting stamps (or coins or 
autogra phs) . 
. Milton's services for liberty. 
Washington's discussion of national union. 
The addresses of President Wilson. 
Epigrams. 
The Spanish main. 
3. Define five of the following words: barter, vocation, 
Godspeed, indemnity, meed, dire. corporal, Izomage. 
4. Explain five of the following phrases: ., a nine days' 
wonder," "the handwriting on the wall," "Damon and 
• 
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Pythias," .• hoist wi t h his own petar, " II a good Samari tan, " 
.. e pluribus unum," .. to look a gift horse ill the mouth," 
.. the bend sinister." 
PART II . ..Jnswer one question. 
1. What national virtues, Roman or French or English, 
does Shakespeare make prominent in anyone of his his-
torical plays? 
2. The following quotations are from Paradise Los/. 
Explain how anyone of them recalls a passage or a senti-
ment in one of Milton's minor poems. 
Fairy elves, 
Whose midnight revels, by a forest side 
Or fountain, some belated peasant sees. 
God and good angels guard by special grace. 
He and his horrid crew lay vanquished. 
When night 
Darkens the streets, then wander forth the sons 
Of Belial flown with insolence and wine. 
That golden scepter which thou didst reject 
Is now an iron rod. 
3. Show by mention of specific incidents that Bedivere 
deserves the description, •. bold in heart and act and word." 
4. What do you understand by lyric poetry? Illustrate 
by reference to poems of Wordsworth and Shelley and 
Keats. 
PART III-. ..Jnswer one question. 
I. Of any oration that YOll studied in school give (a) the 
occasion of its delivery; (b) the character of the audience; 
(c) its historical importance: Cd) some instances of rhe-
torical or oratorical style. 
2. Of any essay that you studied in school give (a) the 
author's purpose; (b) the present value or importance of 
the subject and of the essay; (c) some characteristic fea-
tures of the author's style. 
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GREEK 
A 
TRANSLATION AT SIGHT 
From Xellopholl'S Anabasis (VII 3) : 
'AKouuaVTE~ Tai,TU Kat O(;to., OOVTE, Kat AU{30VTE,> a7r~Aavvov' 
\ ,~, , I ."... ,~, ., \ 
Kat 7T'pO T/fL£pa,> EY£I'OVTO E7rt T'll UTpaT07T'fO'll Kat a7rT/yyuI\.av 
EKo.UTOt 'TOL~ 7r(fLl/IauLv, (7T'Et O{ ~fL(Po. (yf.VtTO, 0 fLt:v 'Ap:'UTo.P-
XO~ 7raAlI' (KaAu 'Tove; UT pa TT/YOV, Kat Aoxa YOU'>' TOL~ 0' ;:OO~E 
T~V p.£v 7rpO~ , AplUTo.PXOV oOOV (QUaL, TO O( UTpa.'TH'fLU UVYKa- S 
A(UaL, Kat Uvvrj.\(}OV 7rO:\lT£~ 7T'A~V 0;' N(wvo,> ' Ot,TOL O( a7rELXOV 
W'> Of.Ka UTaOW (7T'El O{ Uvvrj.\(}OV, avau'To.~ ::'EVOCPWV E!7T'E TaOE 
"'AVOPE~, OW7rAElV fL(\I EV(}U {3ovAofLE(}a 'Ap[UTapxoe; 'TPL~PW; EXWV 
\ ~ ,., '......" A.. \ \ t {3 , ,,~, c , , KWI\.V(L, WUTE U,> 7T'",Ota OUK aU't'a",E,> (fL atVUV' OVToe; o( 0 aVTO'> 
KEA(tJU Ei~ XEPPOVT/(}'OV {3{~ OLo. Toli LEpoli OPOV,> 1T'0pEUE(}'Oat' ~V 10 
O( KpaT~(}'uVT(e; TOVTOV (KElUE E.\OWfLEV, OVT( 1T'wA~O'uv ETt vp.as 
" , CPT](},tV W(},1T'EP EV B ,. , " ,,, ' Ll ... ,- " , ' V.,UVTt'll, OVTE (<,;a1T'aTT/(},E(}'uaL ETt vp.a~, a"""a 
A~l/I((}'OaL P.L(},OOV, " ',I, Ll "., ,~, -OVTE 1T'EpLO't'E(}'uaL ETt WrJ1I'Ep VVVL OEofLEVOV~ 'TWV 
, ~, 
E1T'LTT/OELWV, 
~I fTtl TavTa (O{OOTO AEYUV Tti {30V'\0p.f.v'll' , "" " ' KaL E"'EyOV 7rO"""OL 
, "., '"", ' ~'Ll KaT a TaVTa OTt 1T'aVTO~ a<,;la "'EyOL ...:.EVUT/'>' , \ " , XUfLWV yap UTI KaL 
OUTE OtKaOE a7T'07rAEtV 'Tti TOVTO {30vAOfLf.V'll ~ , " ~ ovvaTOV UT/' Ota-
, () ',1.. \ ' , ~ , ,,, , ~" , y""~' yEV((}' aL T£ EV 't'L"'If!- ovx OWV T UTI U OEOL WVOVP.EVOV,> .,T/V EV OE 
Tn 1T'oAEP.:'~ OLa'Tp{{3ELV Kat TP(CPE(}'(}o.I U(}'CPo..\E(},T£POV fLE'Ta. lUJ(}ov 
~ , ... 'Ll- , • ~'ll' , ',I, T/ fLOVOV,> O\lTWV ayauwv 'TOO'OVTWV' (( OE fLIO'UOV 1T'POO'I\.TJ't'0LVTO, 
., ,~ , y ", ,. - A..... E" • \ ' EVPT/fLU EOOK(L (tvat, E7rL TOVTOL,> ((7r( ='£v0't'W \I , L 'TL~ avnl\.E'Y(I, 
AEY(TW' fi. O( P.l/, (ml/lT/cpL(E'TW TaV'Ta, (7rtL O( OVOEle; UV'Tf.A(YEV, 
• , .J. ' "'~ l. ~ E1T'EYn1't'LO'E, KaL E 00<,; E TO. IJTa, 'f)' ~, ~'n. - • EV V~ 0( ' ...:.EVUl1 (I7rE TavTa, OTt 
, . -O'V(}'TpaTEv(}'oLVTO aUT'll. 
B 
GRAMMAR 
1. Give the principal parts of AafL{3';'vw, 
• LO'TTJfLI, 
IS 
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2. Give the complete inflection (all forms) of the aorist 
passive of AVW. 
3., In what circumstances do you use the 'tva of purpose 
with the subjunctive? the optati\'e? the indicative? 
4. In what circumstances do you use av with the indica-
tive? with the infiniti\'e? 
5. Distinguish between p.£Ta with geniti\'e and accllsati\'e. 
c 
COMPOSITIOl' 
After that the gelleral brought together his soldiers and 
spoke as follows: .. Do 110t think, men, that I have ordered 
yon to assemble, to praise you. For that you did wrong in 
pelting me will be evident to all, I think, before I stop 
speaking." When the soldiers heard this, there arose a 
great outcry. Some were unwilling to remain and others 
shouted that they should listen to what be wished to say. 
Trtlnslate : 
GERMAN 
1. 
1. ®ol'tr"c batt~ lid) mit BCBmtibcr gClct}t, un'c jUlt h.l\'C\d)Cll nod) 
tiber a((erlei '1)inge. '1)ann tlcrlueilten 111ir tuie'cer bei £or'o ~~\'H\n, 
unb C5 tamen bie mand)crhi Unia((e 3ur ~rlt'ii~nung, 'cic ,ein 
l!,iiterts £eben gdriibt, bis 311k~t ein 3war ebles ~TIo((cn, aber ein 
unjelige-3 ®ejd)icf i~n lwd) 6>ried)enlanb Befii~rt un'c boUenbs 
3ugrunbe gerid)tet. 
"Uber!)au!'t," fuf)r &oetf)e fort, "Iucrbcn 6ie ~nben, ban im 
mittleren £eben eines , ~J1enld)en f)iiuflg cine m3enbung eintritt, unb 
, ban, luie if)n in Iciner 011Benb a((el3 begiinftiBte unb alles if)m Bliicfte, 
nun mit einem ~mal anes gan3 anbers wirb, un'o ein UnfaU unb ein 
9J1ingeld)icf lid) auf 'oa!3 an'cere !)iiuft. 
m3iffen Sie abcr, \uie id) c<3 mit benfe'~ '1)el' 9Jhnld) mu~ 
luie'cer miniert wer'cen! :;)eber au~erotbentlid)e 9Jienld) f)at eine 
gctuiHe 6enbung, bie Cl' 3U boUftil)ren berufen ift. S)C\t cr fie t\oUbrad)t, 
10 ift er auf Q:rben in 'ciefer &cftalt nid)t lueiter bonniHen, unb 'cie 
• 
• 
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morfe~ung bc1'lllenbet i~n toieber 5u et\1.)(l~ an'oerm. 'I) a abel' 
~imiebe1t aUes auf natiirlid)em 'tllege gefd)ie~t, fo fte((en i~m bie 
'I)i'illloncn ein '!~elll nad) belll 11Ilbem, bi~ e1' " ule~t unterliegt. 'So 
ging ~-3 ~lal'okon unb \.lielen onbem. 
~Ilfon. 
~lun, ,\~oni9, rtifh' 'cIid) aum ::tobesfoml'f ! 
'I)ie ~Iln'cle, bie mid) f)ielten, finb gefl'rengt. 
~(llf, riiite bid)! (!-3 gilt bein ,I)cil unb 2eoen ! 
(Zu fifedem) 
'I)u abel', bie ~ier ftullllll unb bebenb liegt, 
'I)ll~ ~ngefid)t fo feinblid) obgelvanbt, 
2eo' Ivohl! ~l3ir fd)eiben ie~t auf illllnerbar. 
(gs roar ein ~(ugenblid, IVO id) gelvii~nt, 
'I)u fonnteft fiihlen, fonnteft me~r als ~affen, 
®o id) geglauot, 'cIie (I)ottcr ~iitten un~ 
®eroiefen an einonber, bid) unb mid). 
'I)a{( ift nunme~r boroei. 00 fl1~re ~in ! 
'I)u 110ft bll~ ~eoen ~roeill\(ll mir gercttet, 
'I)o..) blmt' id) bir, unb Illerb' es nie bergeiien 
i\'n femer ,I)eilllat, un'cl nod) (on £len :;5a~ren 
®i(( id>,~ cqiihIen in belli Sheis bcr ;S·rcunbc, 
Unb friigt lIlan mim un'cl forfd)t: ®em gilt bie:triine, 
'I)ic fwnb 'oil' ba illl mliinnerauge funlelt ? 
st'ann fined)' id) luo~1 in fd)mcqIid)er \};rinnrun~ : 
,))1ebcll ~ief3 fie, fd)on lUlU fie unb l)errlid,l, 
;)lUein ihr ~ufen oar~1 lein ,~)er3. 
II. 
I. Express in all six tenses of the indicative: a. Ich halte 
es nicht aus: b. Iell kall1t es niell! ausllalten : c. Ob ich es 
auslzalte :1 
2. Give a German sentence illustrating the use of the 
indicath'e in indirect discourse; the sUbjunctive. Is there 
any difference in meaning? What tense have you used in 
each case and why? • 
• 
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3. How does one express in German: Mr. Schmidt's 
books; Doctor Schmidt's books; the banks of the Rhine; 
the people of Germany; the University of Berlin. 
4. Give a synopsis in the passive (all modes and tenses) 
of the third person singular of erziehen. What is the dif-
ference in meaning between das Halts is! gebaut and das 
Halts wird gebau! f What is the meaning of es 7.('ird 
gefanzt f 
• 
5. Decline in the singular: das grosste Gliick, lIlein alter 
Vater, schones f"Vetter, jederlllamz, dasselbe Halts. 
III. 
I. Express in German: I sent for some books the other 
day. You see the book-dealer didn't have them in his 
• 
store. He said I was to come again in a week and get 
them. He wasn't sure how much they would cost, but 
assured me the price \yould not exceed twenty marks. We 
have to use a good many books in some of our classes. 
Sometimes my father remarks that in his day they got 
along very well with less. But I tell him that only shows 
that the world is making progress. He says things are 
made too easy for the student nowadays . 
2. Write in German some ISO words upon the relative 
attractiveness of spring and fall. 
FRENCH 
1. Translate.' Breakfast is the great social meal in Ox-
ford, the most popular occasion for entertaining friends and 
for being entertained. It is a solid comfortable meal, and 
after it the undergraduates are likely to sit and smoke and 
talk until well into the morning. After this there are news-
papers (which Oxford men read with a diligence unknown 
to me among undergraduates anywhere else), and more 
genial company in the Junior Common Room, so that the 
man is lucky who finds time for one or two lectures, and 
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perhaps an hour of work, between breakfast and lunch. 
Tbis meal is only a snack; it is eaten at one, and by two 
all Oxford is out-of-doors in some variety of athletic 
costume, engaged in some of tbe many forms of out-door 
sport. Tea follows at about balf-past four; again there is 
au opportunity for interchange of bospitality, and again the 
time floats away in talk and smoke, so that some resolution 
is needed to get in an hour of reading before dinner. After 
dinner. which is eaten in tbe college ball,-black-gowned 
uudergraduates at long tables down the middle and black-
gowned Dons at the higb table at one end, there is an 
another chance for tbe sociable man to entertain his friends 
at coffee in his rooms, and this e\'ent may prolong itself 
into an evening of bridge, or tbe company may separate to 
read an hour or two before turning in. 
F. Aydelotte, The Oxford Stamp. 
Translate: Un jour, en veine de confidence, il me prit a 
part et me dit: "Mon cher monsieur, la derniere fois que 
j'ai mis I1n habit, c'etait pour me rendre a une audience que 
j'ai sollicitee de l'empereur Napoleon III. A cette epoque, 
L' Empire etait sur Ie point de s' engager dans cette malhe-
ureuse affaire du Mexique, qui a bien ete Ie commencement 
de to us nos malheurs. J'arrivais d' Amerique ou j'avais 
coila bore a la creation des premieres voies ferrees et j'ose 
dire que, deja, j'avais tire mon epingle du jeu. J'etais un 
des rares Fran~ais qui eussent compris, alors, ce que valait 
la grande Republique unie; j'etais jeune, ardent, ma 
conviction faisait mon audace. Je vis donc l'Empereur et 
je lui presentai respectueusement des observations que 
l'experience et la retlexion avaient preparees, sur Ie projet 
de cette expedition que M. Rouher allait baptiser bientot 
.. la grande pensee du regne". . . . . - J e crains, 
dis-je a l'Empereur, que la politique fran<;aise ne fasse 
fausse route. En intervenant au Mexique, elle va se mettre 
ados la Republique des Etats-Unis, et c'est juste Ie contraire 
de ce qu'it conviendrait de faire. Les Etats du Nord Ol1t . 
Ie vent en poupe; c'est avec les Etats du Nord qu'il faut 
• 
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marcher. Votre Majeste dispose d'un instrument admirable, 
c'est la richesse acquise de la France. Les Etats- Un is ont 
besoin d'argent: ils se sont engages a fond dans la con-
struction de leurs voies fern~s. Portez de ce cote les 
ressources disponsibles du pays. Encouragez hardiment 
l'union descapitaux: fran<;aiset I'initiative americaine. Ne 
craignez rien ; I'affaire est bonne et elle payera. En faisant, 
des Ie debut, Ie premier choix parmi les grandes entreprises, 
la France recueillera un superbe benefice materiel et nn in-
comparable benefice moral: elle aura pris des arrhes sur le 
plus bel avenir qu'il y ait au monde; elle se sera fait des 
amis tout en s'assurant des clients. Sire, ce n'est pas par 
la guerre et par les armes qu'i\ faut intervenir, c'est par 
la paix et par l'argent. It 
-G. Hanotaux, La Po/itique de /'/qui/iore. 
III. Write a short composition on one of the following 
, 
subjects: 
(a) L'importance de I'aeroplane dans la guerre actuelle. 
(b) Le role de la femme pendant la gl1erre. 
LATIN 
• 
I. Write the genitive and ablative singular and the geni-
tive and accusative plural of : limen, sidus, gem itus , cor, 
sacerdos. 
1. Write the ablative singular and the accnsative plural, 
feminine and neuter, of: Ielix, vetus, diz'es, acer. 
3. Give the principal parts of: lundo, a rdeo , volvo, surgo, 
cano, seco. 
4. Gh'e a synopsis in the third person singular (indica-
tive and subjunctive, acti\'e and passive) of 'VelIO and pello . 
5. Give all the tenses of the infinitive (active and passive) 
of 'i·ideo. 
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6. Give all the meanings of each of the following words 
when used (I) with the subjunctive, (2) with the indica-
tive: si __ cum; ut; dum. 
7. State what construction or constructions are used 
with: admoneo, Q'Z'idus, noaa, interest, pudd. 
8. Write the comparative and superlative forms of: asper, 
ambiguus. 
9. Translate: 
Caesar postquam animadvertit, Scipioni auxilia fere, quae 
lxpectasset, omnia convenisse neque moram pl1gnandi ullam 
fore, per iugum summum cum copiis progredi coepit et 
brachia protinus ducere et castella munire propiusque Sci-
pionem capiendo loca excelsa occupare contendit, ne adver-
sarii magnitudine copiarum confisi proximum collem occu-
parent atque ita longius sibi progrediendi aiperent faculta-
tern. Eiusdem collis occupandi Labienus consilium cepe rat 
et, quo propiore loco fuerat, eo celerius occurrerat. 
Account for the case of each italicized noun or pronoun 
and for the mood and tense of each verb in this passage. 
I O. Translat~ hzto Latin, marking all long vowels in what 
you write: 
(I) The leader must be obeyed by all. 
(2) He begs me not to go away. 
(3) It concerns both you and him. 
(4) 0 that he were only with us now! 
(5) Do not ask me what to do. 
(6)' When he asked me whether my friend would remain 
at Rome one month or two months, I replied that I would 
not inform him, even if I knew. The friend referred to, 
however, told me a few days later, that he was going away 
from home on the first day of the next month to spend a 
few days in the country. 
• 
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ADVANCED MATHEMATICS 
I. A sets out from Pfor Qat the same time that Bleaves 
Q for P. When they meet A has gone 40 miles more than 
B. A then finishes the trip to Q in 2 hours, and B the trip 
to Pin 8 hours. Find the distance from P to Q. 
2. Express the volume of a regular tetrahedron in terms 
-
of the length a of an edge. 
3. What is the numerical value of tan 150°? of sin 
(tan- 1 1/2)? of tan -l (sin7T'/2)? 
4. In a triangle • .JBC, the perpendicular from the vertex 
A meets the uase BC at the point D. If AD equals 6, BD 
equals 2, and DCetjuals 3, show that the angle BACequals 
45° . 
5. The volume of a right circular cylinder is 457T' cu. in. 
and the total area is 487T' sq. in. Find the radius. How 
many correct results are there? I 
6. Given log.::! = .3010 and log 3 = .4771, find log 
5,,11 0:06. • 
7. Given that the length of the side of a regular decagon 
inscribed in a circle of radius R is f (./ 5 - I), find the 
value of cos 18° correct to three decimal places. 
8. Find the length of the equal sides of an isosceles tri-
angle if the angle between these equal sides is 45° and the 
third side is IO inches. 
ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS 
I. Of two casks one contains a cer'tain number of gallons 
of water and the other one· half as many gallons of wine: 
6 gallons are drawn from each cask and then emptied into 
the other, after which it is found that the percentage of 
wine is the same in the one cask as in the other. How 
many gallons of \yater did the first cask contain? 
• 
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2. Perform the indicated operations and simplify: 
( a' _ b' + 4_a~ (a + _b ))- +(a~ + b (b + 2 a )-) +b'-ab-2a~ 
a - b 2 at - 3 ab + b' . 
3. The parallel sides of a trapezoid are 14 and 26 and the 
two non-parallel sides are IO each. Find the area of the 
trapezoid. 
4. Find the value or values of x satisfying the equation 
vX-4 +x= 1+ vr-7 
5. Construct a point in a given straight line such that 
the difference of its distances from two fixed points on 
opposite sides of the line shall be the greatest possible. 
6. The sum of the medians of a triangle is less than the 
sum of the three sides and greater than three-fourths their 
sum. 
7. A point on the circumference of a circle having a 
radins of 5 inches is the center of a smaller circle. A com-
mon tangent is 3 inches long; find the radius of the smaller 
circle. 
S. The square described on the hypothenuse of a right 
angle triangle is equivalent to the sum of the squares on 
the other two sides. 
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